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PRE-TITLE CARDS ON BLACK: SOUNDS OF SUBURBAN EXT ATMOS AND 
SEMI-MUFFLED 70’s GUITAR ROCK FROM AN INDOOR SOUND-SYSTEM...

EXT. LOW-RENT SUBURBAN BACKYARD - DAY1 1

CHYRON:  America, 1970’s

CLOSE on an elegant and power-packed arc of urine hitting its 
peak, curving magnificently towards some bushes. O.S. music 
continues. As we PULL BACK, we see a far less impressive 
stream trying/peaking and dropping weakly to the grass. Next 
to the source of this pissing contest stands BARNET, a 
stocky, handsome, ferocious-looking Samoan (30s), and his 
son, ten year old TREAT, who vainly tries to match his pop’s 
stream. Part Irish, part Samoan; a good-looking kid. 

BARNET
You can't get near my arc, boy.

TREAT
...So?

Barnet sends a second magnificent, spiraling golden arc bush-
wards. Treat gives it his all but dribbles well short.

BARNET
Gotta work on your arc, Treat.

(zipping up)

Treat zips up with a barely-audible, mumbled ‘Yeah’...

INT. KITCHEN - NIGHT2 2

Ten-year-old Treat and Barnet sit together at the kitchen 
table. Treat is wary, watching his dad drink rum from the 
bottle and monkey with a pistol.

Barnet goes into his pocket and starts to load the gun. 1, 2, 
3, 4. ...Then gives the revolver a spin. Puts the gun to his 
head, looks Treat in the eye and pulls the trigger -- click.

He gives the revolver another spin, then holds the gun to 
Treat's head. A beat... Eye to eye. You can see Treat is 
seriously frightened, but he won’t give anything away. Just 
holds his dad’s eye - a slight frown his only give-away. 

Then Barnet shifts his arm to the left and pulls the trigger: 
BAM! A HOLE IN THE WALL. Treat sits frozen as his father 
gives him a drunken swat to the forehead.

(CONTINUED)



BARNET
You're a lucky little fuck, boy. 
Get outta my sight.

Treat does as he's told. And as he goes -

BARNET (CONT'D) (cont’d)
Nothing to your mother.

(pulls on his rum)

MAIN TITLE, FULL SCREEN: TREAT 

EXT. JUNGLELAND/BARRIO - PRE DAWN (FLASH FORWARD)3 3

Used-up neon light filters through the barrio and across 
foul, junked lots. Addled puddles of oil, water and 
eucalyptus lifts a mist that clings to desert palms. 

CHYRON:  20 years later...

Our VIEW MOVES CLOSER through the mist, TILTS DOWN to a steel-
toed boot disturbing the puddles. A MAN, wearing a baseball 
hat worn backwards and over a black ski cap pulled to the 
neck. He holds a shotgun. SOMEONE walks slowly alongside him. 
And some yards to their right, slightly behind, is ANOTHER. 
All three mindful of making any sound. They steal silently 
through the urban swamp until disappearing completely.

Our VIEW HOLDS. We begin to HEAR neutral, though 
unrecognizable CITY SOUNDS, far off in the distance. We PAN 
TO REVEAL a burnt and stripped Hummer which lies half 
submerged in the muddy dirt; and part of what seems to be a 
Malt Liquor 40oz. Just there.

INT. BEDROOM/SAFEHOUSE - DAWN/MOMENTS LATER (FLASH FORWARD)4 4

A blinding light which we quickly realize is a flashlight. 

VOICE 
Oh, shit!

For a moment we've no idea where we are as the blinding light 
mixes with the SOUNDS of wild, panicked shuffling in bed.

VOICE (cont’d)
Christ... Fuck me... Shit!

MAN'S VOICE
Easy, Treat...
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TREAT
Motherfucker, this is me being 
easy.

MAN'S VOICE
Treat Obramaku, this is your lucky 
day. 

TREAT
Shit...

MAN'S VOICE TWO    
I said easy, man.

TREAT
Is this how I die?

MAN'S VOICE 
It's for ree-real how you oughtta 
fuckin' die, boy.

- a quick snatch of flash-light affords us a brief glimpse of 
the masked face and the barrel of the SHOT-GUN, pointed right 
at us, and we: FREEZE FRAME - and FLARE OUT TO WHITE... 

EXT. STREET/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - DAY5 5

A good sized Southwestern U.S. City, near the Mexico/United 
States border. We’re in the Barrio, a mishmash of lower-
middle-class residential homes and people (Latino, black, po'- 
white, Hawaiian, etc.), some in better shape than others, and 
we clearly see the rough, frayed edges of the neighborhood. 

CHYRON: Santa Esplendido, Southern California - 1976

MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN hang out, drinking, smoking, talking, 
playing. Activity spilling into the streets and walkways.

We hear the sound of wheels rolling, engines gunning, and 
along comes a young Treat (six here), a manic skateboarding 
little fuck, roaring the sidewalk while alongside him a GANG 
OF BIKERS rolls the street. The earth literally shaking under 
the rumble and thunder of it. And spinning around them like 
moths to a light-bulb are A DOZEN NEIGHBORHOOD KIDS on their 
Schwinn Stingrays, Roadmasters and Malvern Stars, scooters 
and Surfer Sams; throwing monos and digging this scene - as 
the thundering motorcycles roll-up into the same driveway.

Out of the garage to greet the bikers comes that stocky, 
handsome Samoan, Barnet -- 
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BARNET
Vatos! Yo! Mi familia.

He exchanges hugs and slaps with the bikers, who are 
primarily Samoan as well. A few head into the garage 
together, and then: right behind the bikes... 

An elaborate, exotic beast. A CUSTOM ‘64 RIVIERA LOWRIDER, 
dances into the driveway. ‘PINK PANTHER’ emblazoned in purple 
lettering on the rear window. A true original. The kids in 
the street stop in their tracks. 

L'il Treat skates deftly up onto the front lawn, his eyes 
glued wide to the lowrider (he’s utterly smitten); he kicks 
his board up and pulls up alongside his mother, COLLEEN, a 
very pretty black Irish, watering the needy lawn. 

COLLEEN
Beautiful day in Santa E, wouldn’t 
you say?

TREAT
No doubt, Ma. Every day.

COLLEEN 
(re the lowrider)

I'm just guessing, baby, but you're 
going to have yourself one of those 
cherries some day, yeah?

TREAT
(as he stares, mesmerized)

How come you always know what I’m 
thinking?

She smiles and continues watering.

TREAT (cont’d)
No, really?

COLLEEN
Those black eyes of yours... 

- Barnet makes his way into the house, passes between them, 
kissing both: Colleen, (a wee one) and Treat on his forehead - 

BARNET
L’il T, help me get some beer for 
these boys.

TREAT
‘k, pops. 
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Barnet heads in, smiling: a man momentarily in his element. 
Colleen looks back to Treat, who still stares at the car.

COLLEEN
Like when he whips your ass... 

(Treat looks up at her)
Your eyes, saying: ‘You’ve got 
nothing over me, old man...’ 

He stares at her; feeling her warm smile inside the spun-
gold, sun-flared halo. 

BARNET (CALLING O.S./INSIDE)
Boy!

Treat runs. Colleen, still smiling, returns to her watering. 

INT/EXT. GARAGE/DRIVEWAY - CONTINUOUS6 6

The gang unloads bags of DOPE and PILLS -- as Barnet passes 
fresh beers around and they begin tune-ups on the bikes... 
And it’s over this that we introduce our (MALE, 60s) --

-- UNKNOWN NARRATOR (V.O.)
Superficially, you’d likely peg 
Treat as Latino. Mexican-American. 

We see numerous bikes in varying stages of built, rebuilt and 
customizing. Also stacks of SURFBOARDS off in a corner. 
Machinery for the building of both is strewn throughout.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- In actual fact, his parents are 
more of a mixed bag. --

The drugs are stashed. The occasional handgun bulges from a 
waistband. Beers are drunk. L'il Treat watches from a 
connecting door, trying to remain invisible. He can see 
Colleen, outside, chatting to a friendly homie as she waters. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- Colleen was born and raised in 
Chula Vista; for-real Cali girl but 
with that dark, second-gen Irish 
blood. Devastatingly beautiful. 

Treat watches her: slo-motion as the water sprays...

NARRATOR (V.O.)
But Colleen’s not just a pretty 
face; she’s sharp as a needle and 
she’s kind and she’s a good person. 
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Barnet though..?
(and now Treat’s looking 
at his happy dad)

See now there’s a very different 
kettle of charismatic immigrant. --

Treat watches the crew at work...

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- Samoan-bred, but Barnet’s come 
up through the Waikiki Ghettos 
after Pearl Harbour. So he’s 
Hawaiian; nationalized American. 
Guy’s hopped mainland to outrun a 
rap for beating his first wife who 
he’d caught cheating on him. He’s 
got brothers in the Bay Area, some 
Hawaiian and Samoan homies, too. So 
now Pops is riding big waves with 
the Ocean Beach crew and he’s 
making boards for money. Like the 
first set of 25 longboards for Miki 
"Da Kat' Dora - which is not an un-
impressive claim if you know your 
surfing history... Eventually 
though Colleen wants to do 
something worthwhile; use her 
smarts for some good. And so with 
L’il T now on the scene, Barnet and 
family push south - and set up in 
an Hawaiian enclave in Santa 
Esplendido so that Colleen can 
study law at Thomas Jefferson.

EXT. MAIN STREET/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - NIGHT7 7

Treat's father lines up at a stoplight. Hog beneath him. 
Treat riding pillion in shorts and flip-flops. ANOTHER BIKER, 
straight-up commuter, Jap bike, pulls up alongside. Commuter 
gives Barnet and bike a quick look, but Barnet ignores him. 

At the green light the Lake Pipes ROAR - and Barnet and Treat 
disappear into the night, leaving the commuter in his dust.

EXT. STREET - NIGHT8 8

The street is dark and practically deserted. Treat sits 
waiting on the back of Barnet’s parked bike. 
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As he waits, he runs his fingers appreciatively over an 
intricate/beautiful SPRAY-PAINTED DESIGN OF A DRAGON on the 
gas tank. His eyes drinking it in...the detail, the beauty. 

But a sixth sense and Treat lifts his eyes to note A CAR 
PARKED 80 YARDS DOWN THE ROAD. In the darkness he can just 
make out the red glow from a cigarette...

CUT TO:

Barnet walks from a 7-11, cracking a fresh pack of 
Marlborough reds. He passes a BMW with a MAN sitting at the 
wheel, thinking he's ready to go. Barnet looks round, quickly 
sizes up the guy and his Beemer. And in a flash movement 
Barnet's fleshy paw is on the man's throat, hauling him from 
the car and settling the poor schmuck up against it.

BARNET
Man, I don't like you.

MAN
(shaking)

Yeah, I can see that.

Barnet bitch-slaps the guy, whose head bobbles.

BARNET
I'll fight you for the car, what 
about it?

MAN
But it's already mine.

BARNET
(lets go)

Aw, man, fuck you. You don't 
understand a goddamn thing, do you?

Barnet swaggers off towards Treat and the bike. 

EXT. STREET - SANTA ESPLENDIDO BEACH BOARDWALK - DAY9 9

A GORGEOUS SUMMER’S DAY. Pops rolls down the street, chilling 
on his chopper with Treat again on the back. Barnet ‘ups his 
chin’ to some young HOTTIES on the sidewalk in their bikinis. 
They smile. He smiles, cruises. Treat gives his pops a punch 
in the back out of respect for Colleen -- but Barnet’s happy. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
For all his rouster self, Barnet 
was actually the most charming 
thing in the whole world. 
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Only when he drank...then he was a 
lousy, bully motherfucker... 

When out of nowhere, a CHERRYTOP seizes up, siren scatting, 
wanting to pull Barnet over... Only instead, Barnet GUNS IT 
and BLOWS DOWN THE BUSY STREET AT MAD SPEED. Treat clings on.

EXT. SUBURBAN STREET - 2 BLOCKS IN FROM BEACH - SOON AFTER10 10

The police car has Pops and his bike cornered. TWO LOCAL COPS 
get out and approach. Treat stays on back of the bike.

COP ONE
(breathing hard/holding 
back a smile)

What the fuck, Barnet? You 
dumbshit... Had you made last 
night, man.

BARNET
(big ole smile)

My man, and what was it I was 
doin'?

COP TWO
Come on, B, we got film on you 
smacking the clown with the pretty 
blue Beemer.

BARNET
Nah, that was someone else. 

COP ONE
(already writing citation)

The tape from the 7-11 showed you 
clear as could be.

BARNET
(bigger smile)

I don't believe you.

Cop Two begins to cuff Barnet, who breezily cooperates.

BARNET (CONT'D) (cont’d)
What about my bike? Come on boys, I 
got my kid here. 

- as COP ONE stuffs the citation into Barnet's vest pocket -

COP ONE
You aint ever gonna learn, are you, 
Barnet? 
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Who knows, maybe now your kid will. 
If he’s smart. 

(to Treat, who’s holding 
the cop’s eye, confident)

You’re good from here, right? ‘can 
find your way home?

Treat nods as COP TWO takes the keys from Barnet and goes to 
park the bike. Treat hops off. 

BARNET
What's the ticket for?

COP ONE
Do we care?

Cop Two locks-up the bike. Cop One puts an arm warmly on 
Barnet's shoulder as the three then bend into the Cherrytop.

ZALINSKY (O.C.)
Sorry fellas.

They turn: DETECTIVE ZALINSKY crossing to them from a parked 
sedan. We’ll come to know this guy very well. Late 40s; 
always dressed sharp; cream suit, white shirt and tie. Smokes 
Cubans. A wannabe G-Man. Gives the coppers a slight nod -  

ZALINSKY (cont’d)
Give us a minute.

The cops step aside. Under their breath each mutters a 
deferential, “Detective”.

BARNET
What do you want, Zalinsky..?  Ace,  
you do such a great job keeping it 
cool, man, I gotta tell you.

A glance from Zalinsky to the two hovering cops, who 
reluctantly step further away, out of earshot. Zalinsky also 
looks to Treat, who gets the message and moves off. 

BARNET (cont’d)
(calls after Treat)

You tell y’moms I’ll be home for 
dinner, right?

ZALINSKY
What I want, Barnet, is for you not 
to fuck with people.

BARNET
Or else...? Are you mocking me?
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ZALINSKY
Exactly so, on both accounts.

BARNET
Piss off, cunt.

Zalinsky’s too smart to react. As Barnet crushes a passing 
waterbug under his boot-heel.

ANGLE ON: Treat, now a couple hundred yards away up the 
street, steals one last look back. His POV: them talking. 
Then Treat turns and books it back home. As we return to -

ZALINSKY
- More to the point, you don’t fuck 
with anyone ‘til you know exactly 
who it is you’re fucking with. 
...Entienda, Senor? 

Barnet spits into the waterbug’s leftover puss and blood.

BARNET
Yes, sir, Detective Zalinsky!

ZALINSKY
Our colliding world’s, Barnet, you 
do know they’re going to end badly. 
I promise you. Primarily on your 
end, asshole.

Barnet shrugs, fakes a punch to Zalinsky’s jaw, pulling up a 
kiss from contact. Zalinsky steps back instinctively, almost 
goes into a defensive crouch. Barnet grins disdainfully, 
steps back to the cherrytop and hops in the rear. Zalinsky 
gives the cops a glance and turns to walk back to his car. 

ZALINSKY (cont’d)
Make good management decisions, 
Barnet. 

(fading as he goes)
...Fuckin’ barbarian...

COP ONE 
(as they get in)

Goddamnit, Barnet...

The police car fires up and pulls away, passing Zalinsky 
getting into his car.  

INT. GARAGE/SANTA ESPLENDIO HOUSE - NIGHT11 11

Arc lights burning. 
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WE’RE CLOSE ON: Barnet as he works on restoring a CHOPPER. In 
BG, Samoan and Latino bikers are sorting ounces of COCAINE or 
working bikes. Guns on the table where they work. Throwing 
out racist jokes and jibes and enjoying the camaraderie --

BARNET HOMIE #1 IN BG
Yo, Magic, what you think they call 
the Fintstones if they was black?

BARNET HOMIE #3 IN BG
..The fu’ -- ??

BARNET HOMIE #2 IN BG
Flintstones?!  Fool, how’fuck 
should I know? Flintstones 
can suck my dick. 

BARNET HOMIE #4 IN BG
So what they called then, homes? 

BARNET HOMIE #1 IN BG
Niggas.

And they all crack up laughing/rousting/drinking/working. 
Even Barnet, who, it has to be said, does look quite a bit 
black, can’t help smiling at this classic political 
irreverence. Fuck it; nothing’s sacred in this space.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
As for the biker freaks who'd come 
crashing that house with guns and 
drugs and money, Barnet was never 
directly involved, except to be a 
gracious safe house for his posse.

EXT. THE DOCKS - LATE AFTERNOON12 12

NARRATOR (V.O.)
The old man preferred going to the 
docks --

Barnet throwing-down in a sequence of bare-knuckle alley 
fights with SAILORS and SMALL CROWDS. Cash on the line. 
Barnet thrashes the FIRST-COMER -

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- and beating all fuck out of 
sailors for a knuckle-up berserk. --

And the SECOND - 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- That was his idea of making an 
honest buck.
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And the THIRD. And by now Barnet’s bloody as fuck, happy as a 
kid on Christmas day. Grinning as he leans to collect his $$. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Strange, crazy fucking Hawaiian.

I/E. BARNET’S TRUCK - POINT DUME/PACIFIC OCEAN - AFTERNOON13 13

Treat and Barnet staring through the windshield wipers and 
the pissing rain as a HUGE SET OF WAVES marches around the 
point. The water is dark and intimidating. Even just the 
sound is frightening; like not-too-distant artillery. And 
only two surfers out there; tiny specks on the black ocean.  

BARNET
When I say ‘go’, you go. Alright? I 
don’t wannna see you cryin’ out 
there like a fuckin girl.  

Treat’s colorless face, as a wave detonates on the reef... 

EXT. POINT DUME/PACIFIC OCEAN - MOMENTS LATER14 14

Barnet, in a rubber vest, and a reluctant-looking Treat make 
their way past crowds of mesmerized on-lookers in rain-gear. 
Barnet carries both boards (Treat’s arms are too short). The 
crowd takes in the sight of this bare-chested little kid...

CUT TO:

MOMENTS LATER: They hit the foaming/surging shore-break; 
Barnet paddling; his experience showing. Treat clumsily 
trying his best but getting worked over. 

LATER: Sitting now onto his board; exhausted, wobbly and 
inexperienced. He watches as Barnet drops into a clean 8-
footer, leaning hard on his rail and bottom-turning with a 
murderous expression into a hard snap under the lip, spraying 
his son with water before pulling deftly off the wave.  

LATER: Barnet hassles Treat into a powerful oncoming wave. 
The tiny six year old (!) has no choice; clumsily turns the 
large board. Terrified. Barnet rousting him to go. Treat 
starts to paddle awkwardly and the wave pitches and HURLS HIM 
OVER THE FALLS. A mad blur of white-water and bubbles...

PRE-LAP: Muffled early ACDC and - even more muffled - the 
sounds of a man and woman arguing/yelling... Cont’s over -
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EXT. SANTA ESPLENDIDO HOME - NIGHT15 15

Establisher: Treat’s home, the lights on and the continuing 
argument, louder now, coming from inside. 

INT. TREAT’S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS16 16

Treat on his bed, 70’s headphones connected to a stylus 
(ACDC, High Voltage) and he’s sketching fine-lined, intricate 
ANGELS and DEMONS in a notebook. His room littered with 
LIBRARY BOOKS; 2nd and 3rd grade chapter books and books on 
art. In terms of technique, he’s a green six-year old - but 
he has the raw talent; a gift. In BG continues the muffled 
sounds of his MUM AND DAD IN SERIOUS ARGUMENT. We barely make 
out his mom’s: ‘HE’S SIX YEARS OLD!!’ Continuing as Treat 
sketches. Glass breaks. Treat focus’s on the work. 

BARNET (PRE-LAP)
See you think about that. - 

INT. GARAGE/SANTA ESPLENDIO HOUSE - DAY17 17

Barnet’s roped Treat in to help on a job; rebuilding a ‘65 
SOFTAIL. The garage its usual mix of machines, tanks, bikes, 
boards etc. Treat hands tools instinctively throughout - 

BARNET (CONT’D)
-- ‘the time I was your age already 
I’d held a 10-4 pump down a 
Chinaman’s throat. 30 minutes after 
and my uncle Vic’s taken over from 
me and he’s pulled the trigger. I’m 
tryin to teach you how to survive 
different to that. Cos you don’t 
want that. ‘n that out there... 

(nods west)
-- that‘s where it starts, son. Cos 
tha‘s about respect. For your motha-
fuckin history. I’m talkin to you 
now about your heritage, Boy. 
Y’ancestors... ‘Pacific Ocean out 
there, that’s your birthright. 
‘only fool ever able to take that 
away from you is you, yourself. 
Gimme the half-inch again. 

(Treat does; Barnet 
continues working)

And see tha’s a relationship needs 
to be born of fear, Treat. Or it 
don’t mean shit. Shit‘s worthless.

13.
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Treat’s eyes are appreciatively taking in the lines on the 
machine as he listens and Barnet works.  

BARNET (cont’d)
So’s a father’s responsibility, Ae? 
A kid needs always to be competing 
for his place in the world. ’s a 
metaphor for love, Brah. Shit is 
crucial. 

He stands and wipes his hands, looking over his work.

BARNET (cont’d)
Run on to school now ‘fore Colleen 
catches’y in here.

Treat nods and books; grabbing his school bag/satchel and 
skateboard. Barnet pulls on a bottle of rum. 

EXT. STREET - PAVEMENT - AFTERNOON

TWO SKATEBOARDS SLO-ROLLING. Young Treat, alongside a Latino 
kid, same age (6), but diminutive. This is GRUMPY. Both with 
SCHOOL SATCHELS slung over shoulders. They roll past a shitty 
bungalow: some scrappy YOUNGSTERS messing around out front, 
black and white kids, a few years older than T and Grumpy -- 

BLACK KID #1
Yo, Taco. You forget your way home?

Treat and Grumpy ignore them. Youngsters laughing/spitting - 

PO-WHITE KID (5)
‘s aight. -- (5)

BLACK KID #2 (5)
Yeah -- (5)

PO-WHITE KID
-- Span an’ Spic. Pair a dicks.

BLACK KID #2
-- You lookin’ for your mamma, 
Latrino? 

BLACK KID #1
River’s back south, Chili. ‘way you 
came in.

Laughing after Treat and Grumpy, who quietly keep rolling. A 
thrown APPLE CORE and more laughter chasing after them.

CUT TO:

Walking now. Skateboards under arms. .. Reach a cross-street -
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GRUMPY
See you tomorrow, T.

TREAT
Be good, Grump. Sea bueno. 

- as they throw/shake and part ways. 

CUT TO:

Rolling: Treat on his skateboard again. A POPSICLE now in his 
mouth and a GRAPHIC NOVEL open in his hands. Satchel over his 
shoulder. Treat is tripping on the art in the book -- as he 
cruises the pavement and sucks on his Popsicle... -- When out 
of nowhere - ZALINSKY abruptly halts him with a grab to both 
shoulders. Treat’s shit goes flying as he stops dead.

ZALINSKY
Whoa, little man...

TREAT
What the fuck, dude?

ZALINSKY
I been keeping an eye on you, boy.

TREAT
(regathering)

You queer?

ZALINSKY
A Santa Esplendido police 
Detective.

TREAT
Same thing. My dad’s told us all 
about you. He says you’re a faggot.

ZALINSKY
You like living here, boy? I mean, 
like in my beloved Santa E? You 
like your home-life?

TREAT
Why wouldn’t I?

Zalinsky
Maybe on account of having an 
alcoholic father who beats you and 
your moms.

With this he’s reached to lift Treat’s face up slightly by 
the chin, revealing what’s left of a fading shiner. 
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ZALINSKY (cont’d)
‘sort of thing impresses you does 
it? 

Treat shakes his head away from Zalinsky’s hand.

TREAT
Leave my parents be.

ZALINSKY
Your mother’s a doll. A sad doll, 
albeit, but you already know this.

Treat tries to pull away but Zalinsky’s having nothing of it.

ZALINSKY (con’d) (cont’d)
Barnet on the other hand, is  
thoroughly scary people. He’s not a 
nice Mexican.

TREAT
He’s Samoan.

ZALINSKY
Same shit. ...Your moms is a wise 
Latina. 

TREAT
She’s Irish.

Pause. Silence.

ZALINSKY
Just a heads-up here, early on for 
you, Treat; get away from your 
father, son. Fast as you can, you 
book. You run hard, you hear me?

TREAT
Because you got that eye on me, 
too, right?

ZALINSKY
You’ve been notified. You have your 
chance. You’re a gifted little 
fucker far as I can suss. Go do 
something fine with your gifts.

At this, Zalinsky walks off towards his sedan. Treat gathers 
up his book and skateboard. Pushes off for home, watching as 
Zalinsky gets into his car; his eyes locked on T...
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EXT. PARK - DUSK18 18

A MAD, VIOLENT FLURRY of dust and limbs. A SMALL GROUP 
circled around what turns to be Treat and an older BLACK KID 
(10ish), fighting up a storm. Barnet cheering things on -- as 
are SEVERAL NE'ER-DO-WELLS. Bets laid down. Money in a small 
pile on the ground.  Treat’s li’l friend, Grumpy, sits on his 
MALVERN STAR DRAGSTER - to one side and slightly outside the 
circle - watching dispassionately. The two fighters step back 
catching breath, bare fists raised; both bloody and angry - 

BLACK KID
You’re real hilari-ass, Taco.

TREAT
I said I aint Mexican.

BLACK KID
So what are’y then? Chinese?

(spits blood at T’s feet)

- and Treat’s back into him. A mad flurry of raw violence and 
this time the black kid is thoroughly beat down. Barnet hoots 
with mad joy and bends to collect his dough.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Surprisingly, --

I/E. CAR/DRIVEWAY/SANTA ESPLENDIDO HOUSE - DAY19 19

Colleen speed-reverses out the drive-way. She has a busted 
lip and is livid; her face set, determined. Bags have been 
tossed haphazardly in back of the car. Treat (now 16; 
striking, tall and lean) sits in the passenger seat: his eyes 
giving nothing away, but they are fixed on BARNET --  

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- It took ‘til the kid was sixteen 
before his moms finally said 
‘forget it’.

-- the old man wobbling pathetically and falling onto his ass 
on the front step. Holds a BOTTLE OF RUM AND A PISTOL. 
Muttering, helpless and regretful as his family leaves him. 

And as Colleen burns rubber southwards - there’s Grumpy (also 
now 16; still small for his age but the kid’s strikingly 
handsome and hard as fuck), on a BMX BIKE on the corner. The 
two teenage friends exchange a word-less nod: adios, Homes.
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INT. COLLEEN’S NEW APARTMENT/TIJUANA - MORNING (INTERCUT)20 20

Treat and Colleen are settling into their new digs. A low-
rent, basic walk-up. We intercut throughout the following 
speech/sequence, with -

NARRATOR (V.O.)
So Colleen heads for Tijuana, to 
become a paralegal; --

INT. KITCHEN/SANTA ESPLENDIDO HOUSE - MORNING (INTERCUT)21 21

Barnet sits alone with the gun and some liquor.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- feeling clear about helping the 
disadvantaged poor, wanting to -- 

INT. COLLEEN’S WORK - LEGAL AID/TIJUANA - DAY (INTERCUT)22 22

Colleen at a desk/cubicle (nothing flash; just the basics) 
within a larger office floor with other interns and 
paralegals. Opposite her sits a YOUNG (16/17), MEXICAN, 
SINGLE MOTHER holding her BABY. Colleen’s working their case. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- work from the source, instead of 
in the States after the fact. 

INT. COLLEEN’S TJ APARTMENT - AFTERNOON (INTERCUT)23 23

Treat (16) at the kitchen table, his notebook (with intricate 
sketches of WAVES, PALM TREES, SKATEBOARDS, CARS etc) is open 
and he’s trying out various designs for his own NAME. The 
page already half filled with variations on font and size. 

CUT TO:

LATER/NIGHT: Treat and colleen, eating take-out in their 
sparse 2-bedroom; sharing a happy/smiling moment. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
And then... Just like that --

EXT. THE OLD SANTA ESSPLENDIDO HOUSE - AFTERNOON24 24

Treat’s old house, the grass overgrown and the windows empty.
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- Barnet was gone. ... Smoke.

Across the street: Zalinsky, some years older now than last 
time we saw him, sits in his car, staring at the deserted 
house and yard. Ubiquitous Cuban in his mouth. Just staring. 

INT. TATTOOIST - TIJUANA - AFTERNOON25 25

Treat, on his back, hands behind his head and staring calmly 
at the ceiling while a GNARLY LOCAL ARTIST tattoos Treat’s 
middle name, KEPUULANI, onto his 16 year old chest. The 
artist cross-referencing T’s notebook; the needle buzzing... 

TREAT (PRE-LAP)
I swear to you, Hilario --

EXT. OCEAN, PLAYAS DE TIJUANA - MEXICO/US BORDER - DAY26 26

TREAT (CONT’D)
-- I can do this, man.

Treat (now 17, his hair long; several more tattoos) and an 
older Mexican teen (19), HILARIO, sit on SURFBOARDS as they 
wait for a wave. The boys surf just 50 yards from THE BORDER, 
the FENCE itself poking 100 yards out into the Ocean. A large 
sign reads: LIMITE DE LA REPUBLICA MEXICANA. 

HILARIO
And I said it to you, homes, I’m 
listening. It’s just... How come, 
man? This aint no small thin - 

TREAT
Dude, I love to surf and I want the 
dough! Can't you see it's a mother-
fuckin' natural? Fuck, man, I was 
built for this shit!

HILARIO
(not so convinced)

I guess...but... My Uncle, he’s a 
rough motherfucker, esé.

TREAT
Man, I know that, but it doesn't 
matter, I'll bring it all good.

HILARIO
(turns to catch a wave)

Yeah.... Well, I'll let you know.
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TREAT (after Hilario surfing)
Keep it with us, you hear?

He watches Hilario surf in. A couple of GANG BOYS further 
down the beach, throw signs. Treat throws back in kind. 

CUT TO:

Treat SURFS back in to the beach. By now he’s a solid, gifted 
surfer, tearing this 3-footer to shreds on his single-fin. 

INT. TJ APARTMENT - EARLY EVENING27 27

Colleen sits at the table with plates of food and Treat looks 
up from the NOVEL he’s been reading, places it down to eat.

COLLEEN
Are you going out tonight?

TREAT
Doubt it. Not sure really yet.

Mouth full of food he now returns to his book as he eats --

COLLEEN
You want to help me prepare a case?

TREAT
(as he eats/reads)

Sure. Yeah, why not.

The phone rings. Treat drops the book and jumps on it -

TREAT (cont’d)
Yep? ---

 He hangs up quick and shoots straight for the door.

TREAT (cont’d)
Don't start without me, okay?

COLLEEN
Where? --

But Treat's gone.

COLLEEN (cont’d)
(calling after, anyhow)

It's the auto industry...(fading) 
You know how bad we want to punish 
them... 
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She toasts the door with her glass as it closes. Continues 
eating on her own. Out of curiosity she checks the cover of 
his discarded book: STEINBECKS’S - ‘THE GRAPES OF WRATH’.  

EXT. STREET/TJ - NIGHT28 28

Treat hooks up with Hilario, waiting on his scooter. They go.

EXT. JAIL/TIJUANA - NEXT29 29

Treat and Hilario reach the entrance to the prison; they are 
met by a GUARD. [NOTE: IN SPANISH/SUBTITLED]

GUARD
Hilario, boy, what you up to?

(he eyes Treat)

HILARIO
Didn't my Uncle leave word?

GUARD
(fucking around with a 
touch of evil)

Bitch, I don't believe so...

HILARIO
C'mon, man...

GUARD
(points at Treat)

Who's the dick in your ass?

HILARIO
My Uncle's expecting him, too.

GUARD
Now I know you're full of shit.

HILARIO
Just tell 'em Hilario and Treat are 
here.

GUARD
Ohh, yeah, sure now I remember... 
What the fuck is Treat?

TREAT
It's my name, don't wear it out.
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GUARD
(goes for his phone/dials)

--- Yeah, right here. --- Right 
away, Senor Pagan. --- He seems all 
right; maybe a punk, but ---- 
Right, sir.

The Guard waves them through. We follow...

EXT. PRISON COURTYARD - MOMENTS LATER30 30

A BANDOLERO comes out to greet the boys; rifle in hand. The 
PRISON GUARDS pay scant attention; Hilario and Treat enter 
with their guide through a separated prison sideways. 

INT. PRISON31 31

Where Treat and Hilario are finally brought into -- no prison 
like you've ever seen... Yes there’s a barred, prison door, 
but inside it's more like a very well-appointed clubhouse.

PAGAN (subtitled Spanish)
Hilario, what you got for me, man?

LUIS ‘CESAR’ PAGAN, (40), comfortable in a leather lounge 
chair, watching cable TV and dining on CERVEZAS AND CHILI. 
His GANG OF FOUR flank him and indulge along with their boss. 

HILARIO
This is my friend, Treat, the guy I 
told you about.

PAGAN
Some little prick who thinks he can 
just ask for a meet with your Uncle 
Cesar?

HILARIO
Yes, sir.

Curiously, (given the typical racial boundaries in prison), 
Pagan has a large BLACK DUDE as his body-guard. We’ll get to 
know this guy better later, as GENO SOUL. A too smarmy heavy. 
Soul is blinged as much as is possible in prison and gives 
off the vibe of being small-brained in a dangerous way. He 
speaks in English when addressing Treat --

GENO SOUL
‘fuck you think you are, fool? You 
stupid? Are you dumb?
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Treat ignores Soul, keeps his focus on Pagan - in Spanish. 

TREAT (all subtitled Spanish)
I believe I've an intriguing 
proposition for you, sir.

PAGAN (maintaining the Spanish)
In-fucking-triguing?  Hilario, you 
brought me a fucking scholar...(he 
laughs)... Go on, Treety-bird, in- 
trigue me. What're you, a girl?

Treat turns to Hilario. The posse laughs. Soul just stares. 

TREAT
Alone. ... Please.

Hilario hesitates, looks to his Uncle; who stares at Treat... 
A heavy beat. Then Pagan deftly yanks an almost comically 
oversized pistola out of his waistband (this is a jail, after 
all) and motions for everyone to leave... and so they do. 
(Soul giving Treat a warning bump as he leaves.) Leaves a 
stalwart Treat facing a freewheeling and armed Senor Pagan.

PAGAN
This is where you start making 
sense and stop with this 
trickeration shit, trying to 
impress me.

TREAT
Yes, sir. ...I understand you've 
been having some hard luck getting 
your dope across the border.

PAGAN
Then, I guess you heard shit; you 
know shit.

TREAT
I can do it, sir.

PAGAN
How you gonna do it? What do you 
know, fuck? Man, you ain't even a 
cholo? What the fuck are you, 
anyhow? You half this shit, half 
that shit -- Gringo, punk 
motherfucker.

TREAT
If you could just give me the 
opportunity. 
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I fuck it up, then - okay, 
whatever, man. But if I don’t... 

(a beat)
Senor Pagan, I need the money and I 
can do this for you. Can't you see 
how I’m an especially motivated 
person. 

PAGAN
Punk, you're funny. But I don't 
think so.

(...Treat won’t let go...)
... Ohhh - I get it... I got your 
number. The niggers don't want you, 
the gringos don't want you... 
(smiles) ... You got no crew... 

Treat’s face. Waiting... Pagan still smiling; but hard-
processing this kid and what he’s here for. A long pause...

INT. COLLEEN’S LEGAL-AID/TJ - DAY (MUSIC OVER SEQUENCE)32 32

Colleen at work; with ASSOCIATES and INTERNS around a table 
in a very basic side office. Working through a case. As -

INT. KITCHEN/TREAT'S APARTMENT - DAY (MUSIC CONT.)33 33

Treat meticulously loads COCAINE into gym bags and then tapes 
them to the bottom of his SURFBOARD. 

EXT. OCEAN/MEXICO-USA BORDER - NIGHT (MUSIC CONT.)34 34

Treat, way out at sea in the pitch dark, paddles his board 
towards the twinkling lights from the Santa Esplendido shore 
in the distance. He wears an empty BACKPACK.

EXT. JAIL/TIJUANA - DAY (MUSIC CONT.)35 35

Pagan’s body-guard, Geno Soul (we met him in the earlier jail 
scene) on the phone talking discreetly, but we can’t hear it.

INT. ZALINKSY’S OFFICE, SANTA E HQ - SAME TIME (MUSIC CONT.)36 36

Zalinsky on the phone, listening... Nodding.... Writing...
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EXT. JAIL/TIJUANA - SAME TIME (MUSIC CONT.)37 37

SOUL hangs up. He checks around to see that no one’s aware. 
Safe. He moves off, with a nod to an ostensibly complicit 
GUARD and a deft handing-over of $50. 

INT. ZALINKSY’S OFFICE - POLICE HQ - SAME TIME (MUSIC CONT.)38 38

Zalinsky hangs up the phone. He looks over to - ASSISTANT 
DISTRICT ATTORNEY ZION MOFFIT (50s, less chic than Zalinsky; 
rumpled brown suit), who sits, watching him anxiously.

EXT. SHORELINE/USA - NIGHT (MUSIC CONT.)39 39

Treat strips his board then stashes it. 

NARRATOR (V.O.) 
It might seem old-school now, -- 

He fills the empty backpack with the gear. Swings it over his 
shoulder, completely full now, and takes off. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- but the kid actually invented 
this not-so-dumb move. Así pues, 
respecto, mi amigo.

EXT. STREET/SANTA ESPLENDIDO/USA - LATER (MUSIC CONT.)40 40

Treat approaches a house and rings the bell... A wary look 
around, up/down the street, as he waits with his backpack on.  
The door opens and in he goes. The door shuts tight.

CUT TO BLACK:

HOLD BLACK A BEAT OR TWO: ...Sound of a motor revving...

EXT. USED CAR SHOP/SAN BERNADINO, CA - DAY (MUSIC CONT.)41 41

A WEATHERED 75 BARRACUDA ORIGINAL pulls out of the yard. It’s 
worn, sure, but it looks straight; perfect for a custom make-
over. Treat (still just 17) behind the wheel, a huge grin. 

INT. CUSTOM CAR SHOP/TJ STREET - NIGHT (MUSIC CONT.)42 42

An arc light burns. A blow torch scorches blue flame onto the 
steel of a chassis. Treat with a bunch of his TJ HOMIES, all 
engaged in custom detailing the '75 Barracuda. 
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INT. BLUELIGHT DISCO/SANTA E - NIGHT (MUSIC CONT.)43 43

Treat and his SANTA E HOMIES -- including his tough little 
friend, GRUMPY -- living it up. Dancing, with ‘SODAS’ in 
hand; Treat's drunk and happy, with a very PRETTY SENORITA. 

EXT. POLICE BOYS CLUB/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - NIGHT (MUSIC CONT.)44 44

LATER: The Barracuda, now a tricked-up lowrider, rolls away 
from the DISCO. Then it roars away. Treat ditty-bopping 
behind the wheel and his Homies cheering him on. 

EXT. STREET/SANTA ESPLENDIDO/USA - NIGHT (MUSIC CONT.)45 45

Treat, his bulky BACK-PACK on, rings the bell. 

The door opens and in he goes. Door shuts tight.

EXT. ZALINSKY HOME - DRIVEWAY - SANTA ESPLENDIDO - MORNING46 46

Zalinsky closes his car door, ready to head into the office 
for the day. Briefly he takes in the always pleasing view of 
his nice, mid-century-modern home. In a good mood. He goes to 
start the car - but then notices something - tucked under the 
passenger-side windshield wiper. He stares at it. Frowns. 

JUMP CUT TO:

Zalinsky, in his car, reads the TYPED, ANONYMOUS NOTE:

‘Play cool detective. You talk, we all talk, story ends. 
Protect and serve. Keep the peace.’ 

Zalinsky looks up....and around. No-one watching... 

He calmly folds the note and pockets it...

INT. SANTA E BANK - DAY (MUSIC CONT.)47 47

Treat makes a deposit and drops a smile on the pretty, all-
American TELLER (22 to his 17). He’s ‘all that’ - in his 
element - handsome, cock-sure. She smiles.  

I/E. ZALINSKY’S CAR - STREET - SANTA E - AFTERNOON (W/ MUSIC)48 48

Assistant D.A. Moffit is in the back seat with a LATINO MID-
LEVEL GANGSTER. There’s an exchange of money, which Moffit 
seems most unhappy with. 
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The banger makes a sincere display of it being out of his 
hands. Moffit shakes his head. Pissed. But still he places 
the cash in his breast pocket. He indicates for the banger to 
fuck off. The dude bolts. Zalinsky has watched it all in his 
rear-view from the driver’s seat. He kicks the motor over - 

EXT. CAR -INDUSTRIAL PARKING LOT - TJ - NIGHT (MUSIC CONT.)49 49

CLOSE ON THE TRUNK OF A CAR: COCAINE changes hands from ONE 
OF PAGAN’S OGs, to Treat. Must be at least TWO KEYS. Treat 
bags it - and bales on a MOTOR SCOOTER. That’s that.

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT (MUSIC CONCLUDES EARLY IN SCENE)50 50

Treat and the GIRL FROM THE BANK drink and have sex. It's 
kinda rough... At one point Treat looks up to see himself in 
a mirror -- and for a quick moment he stares at his drunken, 
aggressive self. Something there he really doesn’t like... 
But then just as quickly, it passes over and he's back at it.

INT. ZALINSKY HOME - NIGHT51 51

LOUD GUITAR (let’s go with Hendrix), vinyl turning at 33rpm -- 

ELLEN (VOICE RAISED)
Look at him... --

70s-modern, sunken lounge, straight lines. Zalinsky (still in 
his sharp suit but his tie relaxed) smokes his Cuban; his 
wife, ELLEN (attractive brunette) and MOFFIT (looks slightly 
rattled by the too-loud music) in his plain brown suit: all 
sit sipping whiskeys. Ellen’s concerned eyes are on Moffit. 
(Note: all voices are UP ‘slightly’ in order to be heard over 
the music; gives the scene a weird destabilizing tension.) 

ELLEN (VOICE RAISED) (cont’d)
-- You’re looking awfully frayed 
there, Zion. 

(turns to her husband)
Willy, he’s breaking down. -- 

ANGLE ON: Zalinsky’s daughter, LISSA (16), crouched at the 
top of the stairs, EAVES-DROPPING.

ELLEN (O.C. VOICE RAISED) (cont’d)
-- This all has to stop.

ZALINSKY (O.C. VOICE RAISED)
Too little, too late: H.R. Haldeman 
to Nixon. That’s my fear. 
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BACK TO -

MOFFIT (VOICE RAISED)
We got a rat, Will. Someone’s 
talking. I can’t figure it. 

ZALINSKY (VOICE RAISED) 
You ought to take up mountain 
biking, Zion. Does wonders. I can 
testify. You want a martini?

MOFFIT (VOICE RAISED)
(ignoring the offer)

It‘s that word’s got me spooked. 
Testify.

ZALINSKY (VOICE RAISED)
Partner would you even listen to  
yourself? 

ELLEN (VOICE RAISED)
You sure I can’t get you a Serapax, 
Zion? You really don’t look so 
good. 

MOFFIT (VOICE RAISED)
Treat won’t be easy to fuck with, 
Will. --

ANGLE ON Lissa, mesmerized....

MOFFIT (O.C. VOICE RAISED) (cont’d)
-- He scares the shit out of me. 

ZALINSKY (O.C. VOICE RAISED)
So fuck Treat. ... Whack-bam - who 
the hell’s Treat? Treat who?

From bug-eyed Lissa, BACK TO - 

Zalinsky, moves to sit. Ellen frowning at what he’s just 
possibly implied -- and Moffit’s eyes narrow... 

ELLEN
...But -- ?

Zalinsky drinks. He clears his throat. The music stops. 

ZALINSKY
Relax. Wait and see. We’ll get this 
under control. 

But Zion’s not liking the situation. He’s anxious as hell. 
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ZALINSKY (cont’d)
It was one bad call I made, no 
doubt. I took him for another 
oozing chigger, like his old man. 

MOFFIT 
That street nigger’s fucking smart.

ZALINSKY
See, Barnet... There’s the 
difference. That’s a spade ‘draws 
the line. Knows where the line is. 
Manages always to fine-edge it this 
side of clean. In Booya-land, ‘s no 
easy trick. ... Damn.

(drinks)
-- I hate that fat fuckin’ Samoan.

ELLEN
I thought he was --

ELLEN
-- Hawaiian? (5)

MOFFIT (5)
But it isn’t over, right (5)
Will? (5)

ZALINSKY
Zion. 

MOFFIT
I’m drunk.

ZALINSKY
Do not lose sight, friend. We are 
the U.S. Government and our 
problem, interesting as he may be, 
is still no more than some half-
breed wiseguy. Keep the panic 
button on hold. I got this, I 
promise you.

ELLEN
Fucked up...

(heading upstairs)

INT. BEDROOM/SAFEHOUSE - DAWN [CONTINUE FLASH FORWARD]52 52

TREAT (genuine fear)
Who are you guys? Who sent you?

He’s seated up in the bed now, with the three badasses 
standing over him, guns aimed at his head, heart and balls.
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BADASS ONE
Hold your horses, fuckwit.

TREAT
What do you want?

BADASS ONE
We want to be your only friends. 

TREAT
What's that supposed to mean?

BADASS TWO
Forgive me noticing, shit-for- 
brains, but you sound scared... 
Smart guy like you; I think you 
know exactly what he fucking means.

BADASS ONE
How'd you get so confused, man?

Off Treat’s face...

INT. TREAT AND COLLEEN’S TJ APARTMENT - HIS ROOM - NIGHT53 53

Treat counts CASH on his bed; maybe two grand... Various 
LIBRARY BOOKS on SMALL BUSINESS, SUCCESS and ECONOMICS, 
scattered on the bed also. He jots the counted amount at the 
bottom of a ledger, does the math -- scribbles the final 
figure: $13,400.00 -- then cross-references his physical BANK 
BOOK balance, $9,500.00. He adds the two together: 
$22,900.00. Ok. He rolls up the cash, snap-bands it and tucks 
it, along with the bank book, into a SHOEBOX FULL OF CASH. 

He hides the box up high in a wardrobe.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL FIELD/SANTA ESPLENDIDO HIGH - DAY54 54

ANGLE ON THE GAME IN PLAY -- then on THE STANDS -- where we 
see Treat (just 18) and his CREW are sitting up top in the 
stands. GIRLS in tow. Across the gap in a neighboring stand, 
there's a RIVAL CREW... Already it’s feeling edgy. 

Treat, with a CHUPA-CHUP in his mouth and his head in a 
NEWSPAPER, has a NEW GIRL with him and is half-trying to stay 
with the game; feeding the girl popcorn, one arm draped over 
her shoulder. Primarily though, he’s circling entry-level 
AUTO SHOP RENTAL SPACES in the back of THE LOCAL PAPER. 

Their side cheers TOUCHDOWN; pulls T’s head out of the paper - 
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- right as Grumpy makes his way up the stands with LISSA, 
(ZALINSKY’S DAUGHTER) in tow. Hand-in-hand as they move to 
take saved seats alongside Treat and his girl -- 

TREAT
Grumpy! My home-boy. ‘sup?

-- as the boys throw and shake --

GRUMPY
Happy birthday, man. 

TREAT
Aw gracias amigo. How’y doin’, L.Z.

(a shake and hug for her)

LISSA
Happy birthday, Treat. Hi --

(to Treat’s girl)

-- Treat smiling/nodding, makes room for them to get to their 
seats -- which they do -- Grumpy trading throws and greetings 
with others there. Treat pops his Chup back in his mouth and 
returns to looking at the FOR LEASE section of the paper. 

GRUMPY
What’s the score?

TREAT
Wouldn’t have a clue, man. 

(circling an option)

LATER: as the game goes on. The two gangs are now woofing, 
posturing, pointing, "motherfuckering" and sign-throwing. 
Which, of course, leads to some foulness tossed towards the 
girls. The FANS are getting very uneasy. Violence is right 
there in the air. Treat is attempting to remain chill. When -- 

SMASH! A tossed BEER BOTTLE shatters on somebody’s head; 
blood flows. And instantly -- 

-- the two gangs aggressively begin to push/climb their way 
through and over people, onto the ground where the shit 
really begins to go mental: threats/pushing/shoving; punches 
thrown. Grumpy and Treat have their girls escorted safely 
away by YOUNGER CREW-MEMBERS, before jumping into the fray. 

As now, like a swarm the action moves en masse for the 
parking lot. Treat’s right there in it, a total maniac; using 
anything that comes to hand. Smashes one punk in the face 
with a HALF HOUSE BRICK scooped off the ground; rival fool 
dropping. But then BAM! A GUN-SHOT. Close. Fuck this --  
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And the two gangs now RUN, uncertain. Treat and GRUMPY reach 
Grumpy’s car right as a RIVAL BANGER gets Treat across the 
ribs with a BASEBALL BAT from behind. Treat buckles and the 
guy immediately goes for the skull shot - but just as quick 
Grumpy has a gun out and BANG-BANG, two into the guy. SHIT!!! 

Another rival rams through and purposely knocks Grumpy’s gun 
flying across the pavement. A SQUAD CAR peels in and the same 
banger points it out to a UNIFORM leaping from the car --

BANGER
Yo! Yo!

(as he books on a Yamaha)

-- and Treat and company haul out, spinning onto the dirty 
boulevard. But in very quick order, more PO-LICE are on them; 
arriving, unmarked, like vapor and in zero time. Treat, 
Grumpy, and two others in the car have guns at their heads.

COP ONE
Out of the car. Hands up. Do not 
move weird in any way...!

(they comply)
Now, on your knees, hands on the 
ground, out in front...

COP TWO frisks them as COP THREE emerges from the squad car 
with Grumpy's gun in hand.

TREAT
Offic -- (5)

COP ONE
    And shut-the-fuck-up! (5)

EXT. STATE PENITENTIARY, CORCORAN/THE YARD - DAY55 55

SLO-MO SERIES OF HARD, INTENSE, FREAKISHLY CLOSE SHOTS -

BODY-PARTS: an ear, a mangled one, thin-set lips, an eyelash, 
a crotch, a foot, a grotesquely split lip and black eye, 
fingers, an ass, etc. And the ubiquitous gang-style tattoos -- 

FACES: every creed/color, and all with that intense down-the-
barrel stare. Crazy-eye expressions give nothing away apart 
from a capacity and willingness for violence. The real deal. 

WORK-OUT MACHINES AND WEIGHTS. Faces, hands, dumb-bells, 
bars, brows, muscles, sweat dripping --

A GUARD: in full, stares down the barrel -- 

A RIFLE BARREL, A RIFLE BUTT, fingers clasped tight -- 

RAZOR WIRE: crackling, killing electricity, inside and out.
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
Corcoran. For real County, general 
population. And it’s some shitty 
dumb luck too on account of Treat’s 
turned 18 the day of. Lands him two 
years as an adult offender - while 
the actual shooter? 

WIDER, now sped-up to triple time: in the yard with GENERAL 
POPULATION; Treat sits, eyes down the barrel of the camera --

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Eduardo Feliciano? --  

INT. SANTA ESPLENDIDO CHILDREN’S COURT - DAY (FLASHBACK)56 56

A full house: includes the VICTIM’S FAMILY/FRIENDS, the 
defense bench (which includes THE ARRESTING OFFICERS; also 
Moffit, Zalinsky, prosecution attorneys and others) --

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Shit. The kid’s 17 and he’s out on 
appeal. Self-defense. Well fuck me.

-- all watching dumbstruck as Grumpy confidently represents 
himself in the stand. A master of body language, eyes wide 
with ‘honesty’, his open-palmed appeal clearly getting 
through to the magistrate’s, who’s listening and nodding...

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Coulda got himself an Academy 
Award. ‘s a frikkin embarrassment.

MAGISTRATE
(gavel coming down)

Next.

SLAM RETURNS US TO -

EXT. STATE PENITENTIARY, CORCORAN/THE YARD - DAY (CONT’D)57 57

THE YARD: NOW 24FPS REALITY -- As Treat takes it all in... 

He’s surrounded by a cluster of LATIN GANGBANGERS... 

-- while out there beyond -- are the ASSORTED OTHER CLUSTERS: 
ARYANS, BLOODS, CRIPS and so on. Each gang’s turf. Bad-ass 
hostility so dense. Here, psychosexual death rules the day. 

...But you get the sense Treat knows how to survive this. 
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INT. PRISON WORKSHOP - DAY58 58

Treat, 19 now, taller, stronger and sporting many more crude 
and intricate, hand-made tattoos. The boy is now a man. He 
wipes down a beautifully crafted NAUGAHYDE MOCK-UP OF AN 
AUTOMOBILE. Some of his fellow gang INMATES, including a few 
OG'S, are wrapped in examining the mock up.

OG ONE/FAUSTO
Fool, you're pretty good. You know 
how to pay attention. That's 
proper.

OG TWO
Fuckin' A, Fausto, man. What you'd 
expect when your daddy been like 
li’l Treat's here.

FAUSTO
You right, man. You know, homes, I 
can't do a whole lot for you out 
there. But I can set you up with my 
boy, Sailor. He’ll teach you good; 
that nigga’s an artist. 

TREAT
I appreciate that, Fausto. You know 
it. 

FAUSTO
After that and you're on your own. 

TREAT
Yeah, and I owe you man. I do. 

FAUSTO
Every goddamn day of your life, 
homes, you'd better appreciate it.

TREAT
Man I got to be busy. Esé. I got to 
work. I got my plan crystal clear. 

OG TWO
You got your dream, homeboy. You 
know where to go. That’s good.

FAUSTO
‘less you fuck up.

TREAT
Homes you know it, I’m good. ‘s all 
cool. I’m just grateful, you know. 
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FAUSTO
‘aight then.

They hug it out, throw and shake.  

INT. BAR/TJ - HOMECOMING CELEBRATION - NIGHT 59 59

ALL
Te brindo! / Salut! / Te brindamos. 

Treat TOASTED AND ROUSTED by HIS HOMIES! Slaps on the back, 
throws, shakes, cheers - as he makes his way through into -- 

-- A BACKROOM - where we can see SENOR PAGAN, sitting 
drinking cervezes. Pagan’s men hang nearby. From the front 
bar, we continue to watch as Treat and Pagan tap bottles, 
drink and shake. Treat sits. The festivities continue... 

PAGAN (PRE-LAP)
Cogeda man -- !

LATER NOW: Different music. Pagan and Treat still drinking --

PAGAN (cont’d)
-- that little punk is crazy. ‘s a 
fuckin lunatic, Homes. Shiiit!

Treat laughing along in full agreement --

TREAT (5)
Man... I seen it. (5)

PAGAN (5)
        You know what I’m (5)
talkin’ about. Right. (5)

PAGAN (cont’d)
But he works hard, esé. He’s a good 
man to have.

TREAT
Grumpy’s a good kid. Li’l G’s had 
my back since I was 3 years old. 

PAGAN
That’s a lucky appeal. You know 
that. You take 2 for his hit? 
That’s hard on you, Homes.

TREAT
(shrugs)

‘s cool, hombre. 

PAGAN
But you still workin’ for me, so... 
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TREAT
Luis. ... The courts... Laywers... 
States even cleaned out my bank 
account.  

PAGAN
Socio. --

INT. TREAT AND COLLEEN’S TJ APARTMENT - HIS ROOM - DAY60 60

T pulls his SHOEBOX from the wardrobe, checks the CONTENTS; 
all there. He takes a LARGE ROLL OF $100’s. Closes the box.

PAGAN (CONT’D FROM ABOVE, O.S.)
-- You don’t worry ‘bout that now, 
T. --

He pockets the cash and a PISTOL and quickly exits the room. 

INT. SAFE HOUSE/APARTMENT - TJ - NIGHT 61 61

Low rent studio-apartment; empty, sans a cheap table with 
SEVERAL OUNCES OF COCAINE stacked neatly on top. And T’s gun. 

PAGAN (CONT’D O.S.)
-- You back now. --

Grumpy is seated on one of only 2 plastic chairs, keeping an 
eye on A MEXICAN KID (13) with a SURFBOARD AND BACKPACK. 

PAGAN (O.S.) (cont’d)
-- You a tough motherfucker. You a 
man now. Esé? You do what you have 
to do. 

Treat helps the kid strap ounces to the bottom of his board. 

JUMP CUT TO:

The kid exits and Treat closes the door. Check-peeks through 
the venetians - watching as the kid hops onto a bicycle and 
pedals away, board under his arm, into the warm night. 

Grumpy is already separating another 5 ounces from the pile.

I/E. TREAT’S CAR - PLAYAS DE TIJUANA - NIGHT62 62

Treat sits in his Barracuda, watching as TWO KIDS paddle out 
into the darkness, their empty backpacks on - 
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NARRATOR (V.O.)
And so inside of a month there’s a 
dozen teenagers running Columbian 
blow over the line like it’s going 
out of fashion. 

E/I. HOLLYWOOD HILLS/BEVERLY HILLS/LA - QUICK CUTS63 63

BEACHWOOD CANYON: POOL OUTSIDE AND BIG PARTY IN PROGRESS. A 
SLICK LOOKING JOE snorts a BIRO-SIZED LINE OF COKE and passes 
the gold tube to a SEXY LADY FRIEND without ceasing his fast 
paced monologue re something moronic. Party JUMPING around 
them. On the table a cut-crystal bowl is FULL of the shit.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
It was something you had to see to 
believe. -- 

HOLLYWOOD BLVD: a young dealer openly trades with some groovy 
chicks in their convertible. Have a great night!

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- Freakin’ Hollywood ass-holes in 
the 1980s. That one run, for Treat--

STUDIO OFFICE: a YOUNG EXECUTIVE on his feet, pacing and 
animatedly pitching some shit to his COKE-FUELED COLLEAGUES - 
himself dipping every few seconds to mop up the mirror on the 
coffee table -- the ubiquitous FULL BOWL overflowing. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- it was like the goose that laid 
the proverbial egg. --

SOUTH-CENTRAL: a BLACK WOMAN and HER MAN chase crack off of a 
torn-open Pepsi can -- TWIN BABIES crawl around the house... 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- Like shooting fish in a barrel. 
It took the Feds two years before 
they finally had it pegged. 

I/E. TREAT’S CAR - PLAYAS DE TIJUANA - NIGHT64 64

BACK TO: Treat fires up the Barracuda --

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- Even then it was a copycat got 
pinched.  
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EXT. CHOPPER - US BORDER PATROL - NIGHT65 65

POV FROM ABOVE: from the chopper looking down at the ocean 
under A HEAVY SPOTLIGHT. Water blasting from the rotor-draft 
and some YOUNG DUDE ON A SURFBOARD splayed flat-out in the 
middle of it, desperately trying to remain on the board. 

Cops on-board screaming via a microphone. Long-guns trained - 

COP
HANDS ON YOUR HEAD! BOTH HANDS! ON 
YOUR FUCKIN HEAD DO IT! NOW!

FROM ABOVE: the poor, busted kid trying to do as he’s told. 

I/E. TREAT’S BARRACUDA - US BORDER GATES, TJ - DAY66 66

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Not that it mattered a whole lot to 
me. By then Treat’s blown the 
Republic and he’s headed north. --

Treat rolls through to the GUARDS ON CHECK-DUTY. They give 
him a real hard looking over; going through his shit in the 
trunk etc. But his is a genuine US PASSPORT; a naturalized 
citizen. And so he’s reluctantly allowed through. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
-- Trailing the Santa E gang 
migration out of the south west 
corner - 

Treat guns the Barracuda, away toward the shimmering hills...

NARRATOR (V.O. CONT’D)
- and into LA proper... 

INT. SAILOR’S SHOP - LOS ANGELES - DAY67 67

CLOSE ON A LOUD AS FUCK BOOM-BOX cranking out CYPRESS HILL. 

CHYRON:  Venice, Los Angeles, 1980’s

Treat’s at work with an oxy-torch, bobbing his head to the 
beats alongside SAILOR, a big ole black guy. Both working 
over respective choppers. Hydraulics, machines, oxy-tanks, 
bits and pieces of cars and bikes --  scattered throughout. 
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TREAT
Nigga, this is some righteous 
history we’re making here. 

(flips his visor up)

SAILOR
Fausto's a sharp dude, man. Hooking 
us up. No lie, that took some 
pretty advanced thinking.

TREAT
Black and Mexican making wild-ass 
Customs? Homey... - 

(visor back down)
- you and me gonna give birth to 
some advanced de-predudized 
alchemy. That’s what this is. 

Getting back to work, shaking his head at the beauty of it. 

SAILOR
Let's hope we don't meet out in the 
street and have to shoot each other 
down. Anyhow, you ain't no Mexican.

TREAT
‘ain't gonna happen on the street, 
home-boy; 's all in here for us. 

SAILOR 
God damn...! 

- as he steps back from the chopper-frame he’s just finished 
assembling. Loving what he’s looking at -- 

SAILOR (cont’d)
Come home to Papa, sweet-baby-girl. 
L’il T, what you think? 

TREAT
Looks like a monkey fuckin a 
football. 

Sailor’s face! Treat just continues chopping, shrugs --

TREAT (cont’d)
-- ‘s okay‘f that’s what you goin’ 
for.  Me, mayate? I want it LOUD. 
Like a big-ass Gorilla! 

-- and Sailor’s now smiling along with the roust as he whips 
out a rag, starts cleaning his creation. 
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TREAT (cont’d)
Plus it aint got no seat. ’gonna 
need a seat for that fat ass you’re 
carryin’, Negro.

SAILOR
See by now I’m convinced you right 
all along, mulatto. I’m gonna need 
to shoot your cholo ass right here 
and mess up my nice shiny floor. 

TREAT
Yeah and you try that, Eight Ball. 
You’d miss me even from there.

He flares up the oxy and they both continue working/smiling. 
Sailor reaches to turn up the Boom-box. The two men bobbing 
and nodding along as they work. Blue flame, metal and tunes. 

EXT. VENICE BEACH - DAY68 68

Color, movement and ‘crazy’ - the promenade, VENICE. And 
there, right in the thick of it: Treat (21 now; a man; tall 
and striking, tattoos neck to toe) walking with a NOVEL held 
loose in one hand; making his way amidst the mixed freakshow. 

A FLOCK OF MAYBE 40 PUNK-TEEN CYCLISTS roars past him and on 
up the promenade, hooting and shouting, their colored hair 
and flags flying; like a band of Gypsies - throwing monos and 
terrorizing pedestrians. Treat smiling at the anarchy and the 
bizarre circustry of it all. 

As we notice a pretty YOUNG HISPANIC GIRL, GELSEMINE, smiling 
wide as she walks towards us through the bikes. Yellow, 
cotton dress flowing around her in the breeze... An Angel. 

They breezily walk into each other, and kiss... Right there 
in the middle of the swirling Venice zoo... 

TREAT
Gelsemine... Mi propio ángel de 
guarda personal...

-- The summer dress floating around them in the hot breeze... 
And we hold on them kissing -- damm the rest of the world... 

TREAT (PRE-LAP) (cont’d)
...Look at you, baby...
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INT. GELSEMINE'S APARTMENT - SUNSET69 69

The lovers are on her couch. She’s still in that yellow 
dress. Otis Redding on the turn-table and left-overs from 
take out on the coffee table. Late-afternoon magic-spun 
light. He stares at her face, pushes aside a stray hair...

TREAT (CONT’D)
-- All’s I gotta do is look at you.

She blushes/smiles and they kiss again. Tender. 

GELSEMINE
You know... Sometimes I'm thinking 
that your phone is tapped.

TREAT
Could be. ...No doubt. ... Is that 
something’s gonna cause you some 
stress, baby? If it is sometimes? 

GELSEMINE
The other day on the phone... I 
wanted to tell you that...before 
you I'd been off sex.

TREAT
I felt that.

GELSEMINE
I didn't want some cops knowing 
that I'd gotten to where sex for me 
was just a bunch of mooches jerking 
off in their pants.

TREAT
Come on! What sane motherfucker 
wouldn’t want you, Gel?

GELSEMINE
(blushes)

Yeah...
(getting playful)

I’m pixielike, I know. ..A gamine.

TREAT
(laughs)

Just like I been saying. You got 
the pretty juju, baby.
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GELSEMINE
I’m a jet engine!  I got a 
metabolism that burns fuel like 
nobody’s business. I can eat what I 
want and I don’t have to throw up.

TREAT
No need for you sellin’ yourself to 
me, baby! Too late; you been Sold 
American! Long time, long time.

Both smiling, giddy... Then: another kiss on the forehead -

TREAT (cont’d)
It’s nice to be part of your change 
of heart. My juju pixie Princess, 
Gelsemine.

GELSEMINE
(kissing back, deeply)

You are my change of heart, Treat.
(whispers)

I am not afraid today.

TREAT
These are the good times, Baby. 
Today is a good day.

And they kiss again: warm, sincere and gentle... 

INT. AUTO SHOP/LOS ANGELES - DAY70 70

PUBLIC ENEMY blasting loud from the boom-box as Treat and 
Sailor chop away. Treat’s working on modifying a SOFT-TAIL -- 

-- When THREE BLACK BANGERS enter the shop, throwing signs at 
Sailor who returns in kind. They eye Treat with disgust, but 
say nothing in deference to the OG. Treat ignores them.

(Curiously, one of them happens to be GENO SOUL, the former 
TJ jail-cell bodyguard to Pagan; obviously out now and in 
LA.) He stares Treat down, as if daring him to speak. Treat 
looks away, just keeps on chopping, visor down and blue flame 
sparking as the Bangers vanish into a backroom with Sailor. 

SAILOR
In a minute, man.

This to Treat as the door closes behind the four men. Treat 
takes it on board... Reluctantly, he goes back to chopping. 
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EXT. VENICE BEACH - DUSK71 71

TREAT
It’s a drug front.

Gelsemine and Treat sitting at the water’s edge. He’s staring 
out at the orange-reflected sea; somewhat deflated looking. 

GELSEMINE
...Okay... ?

Pause. 

GELSEMINE (cont’d)
So what do you call what you do 
every other weekend with Grumpy and 
all’a your pocho gangsters down 
Santa E? Why suddenly the high and 
righteous? ... What about 
everything you’ve ever told me 
about Mexico?

TREAT
That’s... ’s different. I jus -

GELSEMINE
Baby how is it different? That 
makes no sense, Treat.

Treat’s now making doodles with his finger in the sand. 

TREAT
Me and Sailor partnering up. It 
always felt like we’re doing 
something real daring. It’s 
original. And I’m starting to stake 
my own rep, Gels. I’m good at this. 

GELSEMINE
I believe you, baby. I’ve seen it. 
It’s like Jimmi Hendrix. 

TREAT
And it’s my rep hundred percent as 
a builder. That’s it. The work.  

(...she nods)
I just really been appreciating 
that, you know what I’m saying. 

She puts her arm over his shoulder, pulls him in tight...

GELSEMINE
Yeah, baby... I get it. 
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TREAT (PRE-LAP)
Jesus guys. -- 

INT. BEDROOM/SAFEHOUSE - DAWN [CONTINUE FLASH FORWARD]72 72

Treat remains seated on the bed, head in hands; the intruders 
are now sitting on chairs, guns still at the ready.

TREAT (CONT’D)
-- Can we get this over with?

BADASS ONE
Probably.

BADASS TWO
It's all up to you now.

TREAT
And exactly how does that work?

BADASS THREE
That'd be easy, man.

BADASS ONE
Providing you're the smart guy 
we've been led to believe you to 
be.

TREAT
Go on.

BADASS ONE
Get lost, Treat.

TREAT
What's that supposed to mean?

BADASS ONE
It means, fuckwit, that you do not 
show up to testify.

TREAT
... Or?

BADASS ONE
You will die tonight.

BADASS THREE
You might call it your big chance.
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BADASS TWO
Yeah, the last motherfucking one 
you're gonna get.

BADASS ONE
Someone's gotta die in this fucking 
mess you're in.

BADASS TWO
Not that you actually deserve this; 
it doesn't have to be you.

BADASS THREE
Unless you're a very dumb fuck.

CLOSE ON TREAT. Sick in his blood, to his bones. Their eyes.

TREAT (PRE-LAP)
Andalay, that's some very mad shit, 
Flaco, no doubt, but check this... -

INT. HUERO’S APARTMENT/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - NIGHT73 73

Treat, Grumpy and some old Santa E crew drink and pass weed 
as they prep to go out; packing weapons. Cash on the table.

TREAT (C0NT’D)
- My moms, her clan from the old 
country -

SANTA E HOMIE #1
Yeah, New York?

TREAT
Ireland, punk. -

Everyone goes into a crazy bout of the high giggles as they 
continue prepping. Treat unflappable through his laughter -

TREAT (cont’d)
Listen up, listen... Moms great- 
great-great motherfucker, his clan 
they'd compete against other clans 
every year, rowing their boats in a 
gigantic lake, see who touches this 
monster badass rock in the middle. 
Moms' clan won every fucking year, 
every year, until great old grandad 
finally finds himself in position 
where he's gonna lose... 

Treat pauses for effect. They hang on his every word --
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GRUMPY
So?! What the fuck, homes!?

TREAT
So great ass motherfucker, he pulls 
his sword and cuts off his hand and 
throws it at the rock...

The room erupts with stoned laughter.

SANTA E HOMIE #2
Goddamn!

HUERO
Very good shit, my man.

We’ll get to know HUERO (early 20s) more as we go; he’s your 
run-of-the-mill Latino banger. Definitely no cream-puff. 

GRUMPY
Homeboy come from good 
motherfuckin' stock, you better 
believe...

TREAT
We're a determined lot, man, you 
got to know that.

HUERO
’s good you come down home and see 
this shit, T. 

SANTA E HOMIE #2 (5)
Yeah, man. (5)

SANTA E HOMIE #1 (5)
Faggot east side crew  been (5)
crawlin’ right up inside our (5)
assholes. No respect for the (5)
originals, y’know what I’m (5)
sayin. (5)

GRUMPY (5)
Fuck that shit. (5)

TREAT (5)
East side can suck my dick. (5)

SANTA E HOMIE #2
Neighborhood’s changin, hombre. 
It’s some sad mu’fuckin’ business. 

When - come busting in the door is another homeboy -

SANTA E HOMIE #3
Esé, it's shitface, Zalinsky.

HUERO
Where?
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SANTA E HOMIE #3
‘cross the street.

SANTA E HOMIE #2
Homie, you still tappin' his 
daughter?

GRUMPY
You know I am.

TREAT
Detective Zalinsky could be Grump's 
father-in-law. 

(laughter from all)

GRUMPY
’s still you he’s hot for, Treat. I 
think he’s in love with you, man.

HUERO
Good for cousin. I'll open a 
skylight on that fuck Zalinsky. 

Slamming and ratcheting the clip on his Beretta 9. Standing 
(they all do) and parking the gun in his rear waist band. 

EXT. STREET - NIGHT74 74

ZALINSKY carefully watches as the crew exits the building and 
pile into their ride. Cigar smoke tails out his window. His 
eyes lock hard with Treat's cold death-stare. AS WE BRING UP -

‘100 YEARS AGO’... THE STONES...

Zalinsky watches motionless as the bangers roll away. 

SLOW DISSOLVE OFF HIS FACE, TO:

EXT. STREET/SANTA E - DAY (COMMENCE MONTAGE WITH MUSIC)75 75

A YOUNG LATINO MAN walks alone. Graffiti scrawls read, MHS11. 
A car pulls up and T and crew jump real quick and roll over 
the guy; beating him to a bloody mess with lengths of chain.

EXT.  SANTA E NEIGHBORHOOD STREET - NIGHT (W/ MUSIC)76 76

Treat, eyes alert, at the wheel again, his car slow-cruising; 
but in the back seat THREE OF HIS CREW are loading SHOT-GUNS. 
Huero in the front passenger seat has an AK at the ready.
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HUERO
There -

(nodding fwd/right)
7133.

TREAT
(eyes on rear view)

We good?

HOMEBOY #1
(pumping shottie)

Just do it, man, go GO. 

Treat speeds up. And as they pass a BUNGALOW, number 7133, 
the boys fucking UN-LOAD: AK, Shotguns; glass windows and 
timber shattering and splintering. It’s like something out of 
THE WILD BUNCH. And Treat is GUNNING it away from there...

EXT. STREET/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - DAY (W/ MUSIC)77 77

Treat and crew have been pulled over. The CHERRYTOP behind 
Treat’s Barracuda. Boys siting on the ground in compliance, 
laughing and messing about, with TWO UNIFORMS rousting them; 
frisking, searching the car, the whole bit. Nothing.

EXT. SANTA ESPLENDIDO ALLEY-WAY - DUSK (MUSIC CONT.)78 78

Zalinslky and Moffit are shaking down a DEALER. Slapping him 
around a bit. But the guy is open-palmed, no idea; can’t help 
them. Moffit gives the dude a final, frustrated clip.

E/I. BEL AIR MANSION - NIGHT (CONT’D WITH MUSIC)79 79

Treat, holding Gelsemine’s hand (she looks effortlessly 
incredible), and his crew: cruising past security and into an 
enormous HOUSE PARTY; music, lights, models, movie stars, 
rock stars, wannabes, a trannie DJ spinning. Young, hyper-
hip, 1990s-Hollywood excess; all out on shameless display.

JUMP CUT TO:

They cruise deeper into the scene, smiles on faces. Gels is 
overwhelmed, but loving it, as Treat smiles/nods greetings 
with people who could only be music or movie stars; 
introducing her as he goes. Is that Richard fucking Pryor?? 
Andrew McCarthey? Elle Macpheron? Michael Hutchence?! Some of 
them bump/shake and lean into Treat’s ear. He gives smiling 
reassurances. --
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-- Treat hugs it out with the FLAMBOYANT HOST - who just 
adores Gelsemine’s dress; makes her feel welcome. 

JUMP CUT TO:

LATER: they bump/grind/laugh on the dance floor. Treat and 
Gelsemine caught up in the moment and the flashing lights...

I/E. RALPH’S OUTDOOR PARKING - STUDIO CITY - DUSK (W/ MUSIC)80 80

Inside Grumpy’s car: Treat in the back-seat with a CAUCASIAN 
NEIGHBORHOOD DEALER (20s). The white dude checking through an 
AIRLINE BAG at his feet; several ounces of drugs. In the 
front seat, Grumpy (at the wheel) keeps eyes peeled and Huero 
counts through A STACK OF HUNDRED DOLLAR BILLS. 

The white dude closes the bag, looks across to A CAR parked 
next door with THREE OTHER GRINGOS in it, all watching. He 
nods that all’s good. Huero similarly nods via the rear-view 
to Treat that the money’s all there. Treat shakes hands with 
Whitey and the guy exits and crosses to his friends’ car with 
the airline bag. All eyes watching everywhere. 

EXT.  GRUMPY’S APARTMENT/VENICE - NIGHT (W/ MUSIC)81 81

A car pulls up to Grumpy’s building. A YOUNG MAN pops out and 
hits the building door, spray paints: "13," "187" and "SCAR 
J'S." THREE OTHER YOUNG MEN then roll from the car with AKs 
and fire away at the apartment: FLASHFLASHFLASHFLASHFLASH --

INT. GRUMPY’S APARTMENT/CONTINUOUS (W/ MUSIC)82 82

Treat and Grumpy are crouched on the floor, covered in glass. 

INT. SAILOR’S AUTO SHOP - CARSON, LA - MORNING (W/ MUSIC)83 83

Sailor’s shop: Treat stands alone in a NOW ENTIRELY VACANT 
SPACE. He frowns. Processing... A very bad feeling growing...

HUERO (PRE-LAP)
Dude, Sailor. ..Fuckin’ -- 

EXT. FAST FOOD PARKING LOT/SANTA E - DUSK (W/ MUSIC)84 84

Treat, Huero and crew hang round their wheels, eating burgers 
when Grump turns up with his order, just catching on -- 
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GRUMPY
Wha’ happened?

HUERO
- That Nigga got pinched. (5)

GRUMPY
...oh shiiit...

TREAT
Right there at his own shop, Homes. 
‘saying maybe life without parole. 

GRUMPY
DAMN man!! (5)

HOMEBOY #1 (5)
Fucked UP --  (5)

- as right then A RIVAL CREW careens in and stops just before 
crashing into Treat and his boys; food and drinks go flying. 
One RIVAL MEMBER (distinctive in that he has no ears and his 
face is covered in tattoos) leaps from the car and before 
Treat and gang can react, he STABS HUERO TO DEATH. AKs out 
the car windows drawn on everyone there. The act itself is 
swift, uber-violent, shocking - and the dude jumps back 
through the open car door and then that car PEELS OUT-

- with bullets spraying in it’s wake now too; rivals booking 
as Treat's boys hit the deck and take cover. Glass flying. 

INT. ANNONYMOUS APARTMENT/SANTA E - NIGHT (W/ MUSIC)85 85

Grumpy and Treat sit on a couch, drinking, half-watching 
"Cops" on the tube; both looking deadly angry. Grump’s 
automatic is on the coffee table and he’s loading the clip. 
Their eyes are black like sharks. While in the BG --

-- HOMEBOY #1, who looks like he’s the tenant here, in the 
kitchen beyond trying to calm down HIS GIRL, who has a CRYING 
BABY in her arms. She clearly does not want this shit in her 
house. Her voice rising, homeboy #1 slams shut the kitchen 
door so as to keep Treat and Grump out of it. Grump finishes 
with his clip. Treat finishes his drink and kills the TV.

INT. GELSEMINE’S APARTMENT/VENICE - NEXT MORNING (W/ MUSIC)86 86

Treat wakes to sunlight. A couple of beats to get bearings... 
He turns to beautiful Gelsemine, asleep alongside him. He 
reaches/strokes her face, her hair...she sleeps on. Treat 
turns his face to look up at the ceiling... 

CU ANGLE ON: Treat’s green/brown eyes. A reflective stare... 

And now we BREAK WIDE/OVERHEAD to see that his clothes (a 
distinctive, CANARY YELLOW, LIGHTNING BOLT T-SHIRT and JEANS) 
are covered in dried blood. ... Not his blood... 
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We remain overhead as he now very quietly rises, takes up his 
backpack and places into it whatever clothes/personal items 
he has in the room; swaps out the T-shirt and stuffs it in... 
Then a final glance to Gelsemine...and he silently lets 
himself out. Blood stains and a NOTE left on her sheets.  

MUSIC OUT/CUT TO 

INT. GRUMPY’S CAR - THE NIGHT BEFORE87 87

CHRYON:   12 hours earlier...

Treat and Grumpy sit parked on a side street. Both entirely 
still and silent, staring into the middle distance; perhaps 
in a kind of shock. Treat wears that same distinctive, 
YELLOW, LIGHTNING BOLT T-SHIRT, but now covered in FRESH 
BLOOD... Grumpy’s in a white T-shirt, JUST AS FRESHLY BLOODY.  

Grumpy shakes his head and reaches for cigarettes -- as here 
out of nowhere walks gang-banger GENO SOUL; smarmy, wannabe 
OG. Dumb, but deadly. He sees the blood. To Grumpy --

GENO
Yo, gimme a cigarette.

TREAT
(not in the mood for this)

Fuck off, Soul. 

GRUMPY
Yeah, try earning something, 
parasite. Buy your own fuckin 
cigarettes.

(smoking; ignoring him)
Forget’im, T; Geno’s nothing. 
You are nobody, Soul.

But Geno’s not moving... 

TREAT
You deaf? 

Eye to eye. Treat’s anger is rising - 

TREAT (cont’d)
Fool, do I gotta get outa this seat 
right now and punch you to fucking 
death?!

GENO
(calm enough)

Nah man... 
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(beat)
No, my ears real sharp. Tonight 
‘specially -

- and Grump’s already moving; GUN from the glove compartment, 
driver’s door flies open and Soul’s backing/slinking away -- 

GENO (cont’d)
Y’all got eyes on you, fool.

And now T and Grump take note: a YOUNG HOMELESS WOMAN, 
holding TWO TODDLERS tight; all three of them staring wide-
eyed and absolutely terrified at the blood-spattered Grump 
from their previously unseen position under a stairwell. The 
woman shaking her head, please. Grumpy stops where he stands.

Soul with the final word as he now starts walking away - 

SOUL
We’ll do this again, Treat. Y’all 
that ‘I’m here on my own self, but 
I got a long memory, esé. You gonna 
feeel me humiliate you. 

Treat exhales, shakes his head....does that ‘talk talk talk’ 
thing with his fingers - as Grumpy gets back in. They watch 
Soul fade into the night... The woman and kids still staring.

TREAT
Maybe’s a good time G, you and me 
we lay low for a spell. 

GRUMPY
No doubt. ...Shit, hombre... You 
have someplace you can go?

TREAT
(weighing it up...)

...I think, yeah.  

EXT. HONOLULU INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - RUNWAY - DAY88 88

A PAN AM 727 screeches to a smooth landing on a hot day...

CHYRON:     Honolulu, 1994...

EXT. HONOLULU INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - ARRIVALS - DAY89 89

24 year-old Treat exits the terminal to see BARNET, older 
than last we saw, leaning against an OLD CUSTOMIZED PICK-UP. 
...Treat approaches. No idea how this is going to play out...
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INT. GELSEMINE’S APARTMENT/VENICE - MORNING (FLASH-BACK)90 90

This is where we left off after Treat, covered in dried 
blood, left the room with his belongings... But now 
Gelsemine’s awake, sitting on the edge of the bed. Blood-
stains still on the sheets. She reads THE NOTE Treat left; 
tears roll down her cheeks. WTF? Is this happening? 

EXT. HONOLULU INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT - ARRIVALS - PRESENT DAY91 91

Treat and Barnet embrace warmly and hold it for some time... 

BARNET
Aloha, keikikane. 

TREAT
How you doin’, pops. 

Barnet steps back, nodding/looking his boy over. It’s been 9 
years... They separate. His smile continuing, Barnet climbs 
into the old pick-up... Treat follows suit. Both closing car 
doors and then Barnet GUNS the motor. TRADITIONAL MUSIC IN:

EXT. CENTRAL STREET - HAU'ULA, OAHU - DAY (MUSIC CONT.)92 92

This is Barnet’s run-down home town. Dogs, kids, bikes, 
chickens, traditional tattoos. Neighbors watching on from 
porch seats. The blue sea white-capping off the outside reef 
beyond. Green hills surrounding the tiny town/village.  

And Barnet’s introducing Treat to members of the community. 
Traditional greetings, the ‘Honi’ - Treat touches the bridge 
of his nose with the bridge of an ELDER MAN’S nose as they 
both inhale and then separate. Barnet watching on with pride.  

EXT. SUNSET BEACH/NORTH SHORE, OAHU - DAY (MUSIC CONT.)93 93

Treat and Barnet share a wave........weaving a graceful 
tapestry together......and hi-fiveing at the ride’s end.

EXT. SUNSET BEACH/NORTH SHORE, OAHU - EVENING (MUSIC CONT.)94 94

Backyard BBQ: Barnet introduces Treat to his LOCAL CREW. Full-
blood North-Shore Wolfpack. Heavy dudes in traditional 
tattoos; boards scattered. Beers, fish, music and smiles.

LATER/NIGHT NOW: Barnet and crew around a fire singing a 
traditional song with guitars and ukuleles. Treat watches his 
dad proudly... 
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A pretty LOCAL GIRL gives a shy smile from across the fire 
and he holds her eye warmly, fearlessly. Eventually she has 
to look away. He’s a force.

EXT. KAMEHAMEHA HIGHWAY/PIPLINE, OAHU - MORNING (MUSIC OUT)95 95

Treat and Barnet run CHOPPERS side by side and pull into the 
narrow sandy/grass pathway alongside the VOLCOM HOUSE. They 
kill engines, silencing the deafening tricked-out machines. 

Barnet is already trading shakas and wassups and introducing 
his son to the crew gathered watching the surf at Pipe...  

BARNET (PRE-LAP)
So she happy then?  

LATER: Sitting side by side now on the beach overlooking 
Pipeline. A solid west swell and the locals are all over it. 

TREAT
Yeah, man - she’s happy. Works with 
this badass, subversive lawyer over 
in Santa E. Takes the trolly across 
every day; dresses up nice. Says 
she’ll make partner one day. I 
believe it.

BARNET
What the hell makes a lawyer a 
tough guy? I'll bust up his badass.

TREAT
He fights the power, Pops. He's a 
good dude. He takes on The Man for 
fun and profit, and makes a 
righteous living doin' it.

BARNET
Fuck him. ... She still love me?

TREAT
Yeah, man.

They watch as a set wave swallows a local..... Spits him out. 

BARNET
Your moms is a true “wise Latina”. 
When she wrote to say she was the 
first barred woman in Mexico... I 
knew then she’d never have me back.   
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TREAT
Dad, she’s no kind of Latina.

BARNET
You get my point, wiseass.

(a sad-ish pause)
...You know once upon a time, she 
would shut her mouth before she got 
the back of my hand.

TREAT
Yeah, there’s when she got real 
wise and told you to fuck off.

BARNET
Watch it, boy. (laughs)...But true.

TREAT
I been tryin’ to look at mom 
carefully these days..

BARNET
What’s that supposed to mean?

TREAT
Like how she’s found a way to live 
her life nobly. Even if you can’t 
man, I could get cleaned up, drop 
the life. Dad think on it. I’m 
tired... Something’s all wrong. I’m 
a young dude and I’m fucking tired.  

BARNET
You done it in a far away place 
from me, son. My ground was always 
the gutter. You been up with the 
starry fucks. But you draw a clear 
line Treat - you’ll survive and 
revive. Confuse the po-lice. You 
got my judicial genes, anyhow.

TREAT
Well, I got your junkyard genes, 
for sure. Same as I got Mom’s 
righteousness in here somewhere.  
Who knows what I might do?

Treat just stares at the ocean... Considering the future.

BARNET
You know, I miss her bad sometimes.
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TREAT
Man, you ought to. But you still 
never deserved her, Pops.

BARNET
Boy, you think I don't know that?

Barnet stands, turns and walks toward the Volcom House, which 
backs right onto the sand. Treat watches him. Barnet throws a 
shaka to a surfer on the balcony who indicates the side gate. 

EXT. OCEAN/OFF THE WALL - MORNING96 96

The swell’s still up and Treat and Barnet are away from the 
main Pipe crowd, down at ‘Off-the-wall’. A wave approaching; 
they prep to go for it, rising and swinging in tandem -- 

BARNET
Fuck you, doin', boy? Disrespecting 
your father? 

Treat grins, catches it. Pops watching from behind, rousting 
T all the way in - but with a dead proud smile... 

EXT. SUGAR CANE PLANTATION - OAHU - DAY97 97

Treat works a MACHETE under a blazing sun -- hacking down -- 
then stripping, mature SUGAR CANE. Working with A CREW OF A 
HALF-DOZEN STRONG ISLANDERS. Hard, honest labor... 

I/E. BARNET’S TRUCK / THE BUNGALOW - HAU'ULA - NIGHT98 98

Treat sits in the cabin of Barnet’s truck with the interior 
light on -- reading from a book on AERODYNAMICS -- while --  

-- O.S. we can hear LOUD RANTING and THINGS BREAKING. 

Treat trying to ignore this as he studies a mathematical 
equation and writes scraps of info into a littered NOTE-BOOK. 
We see words like: ‘speed’, ‘tolerances’; and different 
metals listed with scribbled ratings and notes on temps etc. 
Another SMASHING sound and Treat looks up to the bungalow - 
where Barnet can be seen raging about drunkenly on his own...

EXT. SUGAR CANE PLANTATION - OAHU - DAY99 99

Again Treat works the harvest with his crew. He’s moving 
faster now, getting stronger...
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EXT. HALIEWA - CUSTOM BIKE SWAP SHOP - DAY100 100

A dusty, open field: bikes, booths/stalls and food trucks. 
Treat cruises the MANY AND VARIED MACHINES ON DISPLAY. The 
continuous backdrop of roaring motors coming and going. 
Treat’s jotting notes and making rough sketches in his note-
book. He stops at a beautiful Chopper; chain-ape-bars and 
exquisite, original design and detail. The POLYNESIAN OWNER 
introduces himself and they shake hands. Treat asking 
questions re the machine. Nodding politely as he listens...

TREAT (PRE-LAP)
F’real, Baby. --

I/E. PAYPHONE - HAU'ULA - MOMENTS LATER 101 101

WIDE AT FIRST: The one and only PHONE-BOOTH in Barnet’s small 
town. The dark, dusty street. The booth lit up like a beacon 
with Treat inside. We can hear him like we’re right in there.

TREAT (C0NT’D)
-- ’s just too much now. --- (as he 
listens) ---

AND WE CUT NOW INTO: the booth, where he scuffs dust at his 
feet as he talks, gentle and sincere. His HAIR GROWN LONG --

TREAT (cont’d)
I know it. It’s same here, Gels; I 
got to see you. -------

(he nods in agreement)
‘seven months now, so... ------ I 
figure, yeah. And I’ve been plan-
ning some things for us. Positive, 
you know. ------- I miss you too... 

INT. LAX - ARRIVALS - DAY 102 102

DENSE, BUSTLING LAX CROWD... Gelsemine’s there, waiting. Just 
gorgeous. ... And now she smiles as TREAT appears with his 
one bag and his long hair, way in back of the flow of people 
exiting. He grins when he sees her... And he walks -- into 
her arms -- drops his bag and they hold one another so tight.

FADE OUT.

INT. BANK OF AMERICA - CENTURY CITY, LOS ANGELES  - DAY103 103

Treat and Gelsemine, both dressed sensibly for the occasion. 
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They sit side by side in a small cubicle opposite a frowning 
JNR BUSINESS MANAGER. Treat wears a borrowed suit; his hair 
cut short/neat - but his wall of tattoos struggles to rebel 
against the restrictions of the unfamiliar outfit -- Gel 
squeezes his hand as they watch the man, who reviews:  

A FULL BUSINESS PROPOSAL, correctly itemized; SKETCHES and 
SAMPLES of work; PHOTOGRAPHS of the bikes and cars Treat has 
worked on over the years, FLOOR PLANS, BUDGET etc etc....

The Jnr Manager looks up at them... How to put this...? They 
smile back, hopeful. ...He takes a sip of water. 

JUMP CUT TO:

Through glass partioning Treat and Gelsemine watch as the Jnr 
Manager discusses the proposal with a SNR BANK MANAGER. He 
appears to be genuinely appealing to the virtues of the 
sketches and samples of work. But the Snr Manager is herself 
frowning as she reads...and in particular at an official/ 
governmental-looking document. She shakes her head. No. 

Treat looks down to his feet... Gelsemine gently rubs his 
knee with her hand. He tried. She loves him for that. 

FADE TO BLACK.

CHYRON ON BLACK:    Los Angeles, 9 months later...

EXT. SUNSET STRIP/HOLLYWOOD - NIGHT104 104

ARTURO
Why not you just move in with your 
girl, homes? Shit, --

Treat, with a NIKON FM3 35MM CAMERA over his shoulder --

-- exiting the WHISKY A GO GO with a wired, fast-talking 
Latino banger, ARTURO. Same age as Treat, early 20s -- 

ARTURO (cont’d)
-- I had a ready crib there on the 
beach man ‘fuck all this side’a the 
405, you know what I’m sayin’. Fuck 
Crenshaw. Yo, Pokey, ‘sup, dog?  
You know my homeboy, Treat, right? 

-- this to one of the BOUNCERS as they exit; Bouncer nods, 
throws and shakes and then they’re onto the street. Headed 
for Arturo’s car. A CROWD lined up for the show; the strip in 
full-Friday-night-bustle. One PUNTER in line catches T’s eye 
and discreetly ‘asks the question’ just with a look --
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TREAT
Tuesday, man.

-- punter nods, leaves it at that - as T and Arturo continue 
walking. T’s eyes continually scanning as he walks --

TREAT (to Arturo) (cont’d)
I’m just trying to save some bread, 
you know. ‘s better I keep all’a 
that separate. 

ARTURO
Right you are, homes. Yeahyeah sure 
tha’s smart, T. Fuckin Holl-y-wood. 
’s your patch now, right? ‘s muchas 
lucre, hombre.

TREAT
Arturo, man, I’m just keepin’ my 
head down’s all. A couple weeks and 
me and Grump’ll set up someplace 
east.  

ARTURO
‘s all cool, homie. I’m with you T. 
's no biggie. 

TREAT
‘n Grump?

ARTURO
(gets into his car)

When he’s back from Santa E, he can 
kick it there too, man. You know my 
moms, Treat; she just loooves the 
homies.

WHILE ACROSS THE ROAD: an UNDERCOVER IN A SEDAN snaps with a 
telephoto: Treat getting in and Arturo firing it up. Vrrooom.

INT. CAFE VENICE - A SHORT TIME LATER105 105

A SHOULDER BAG hangs on a strap in the staff office. We can 
hear a PHONE RINGING inside. In BG we can see the STAFF are 
all under the pump, chasing orders. GELSEMINE amongst it all, 
calling an order through the kitchen. The phone ringing...

EXT. CRENSHAW DISTRICT - SAME TIME106 106

FOLLOWING: Treat, CELL to his ear, hangs up - as he and 
Arturo exit the car and they break off up and into a house.
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INT. ARTURO’S HOUSE - NEXT107 107

Sure enough, inside the chaotic household is ARTURO'S MOTHER, 
surrounded by a GAGGLE OF CHILDREN. She feeds a BABY while 
the others watch TV, play video games, etc.

ARTURO
Ortolay, moms, what's to eat? 

She opens her arms for Treat and he goes to her.

MOTHER
Help yourselves; in the kitchen. 
Treat, you're lookin' good, boy.

TREAT
‘aint nuthin' compared to you, 
Mamacita.

As they hug, Treat discreetly palms her a small BAG OF BLOW, 
a gift, and a good natured wink. She effortlessly pockets it - 

MOTHER
Ah, mi muchacho...

- swats his butt with a ‘fuck me’ eye, and then to Arturo --

MOTHER (cont’d)
Turo, you get me my Camels?

Arturo’s already placing a fresh PACK OF SMOKES on a table, 
waving her off. She notes the camera over T’s shoulder - 

MOTHER (cont’d)
You a re-porter now, T-bone? Heck. 
Y’all come down here to document 
the low-ass end of our Angel City? 
What you takin’ pictures of, boy? 

TREAT
‘aint nothin’, Mamma C. White boy 
owed me money for a paint job; gave 
me his camera. I’m jes’ toolin 
around with it.

MOTHER
Well so long’s you don’t you go doc-
u-menting this fat-ass. My damn ass 
is private. 

Treat gives her a smile as he and Arturo roll through the 
mess of kids. Treat collects a KITTEN up from the floor as he 
comes through; stroking it gently as he walks. 
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Arturo checks his watch as we continue FOLLOWING them into 
the kitchen. Food is spread all over the place. Treat goes to 
a stool at the kitchen bench. Arturo again checks his watch -

ARTURO
Ay, Treat, man. I just remembered I 
gotta check my nigga. Good shit.

TREAT
So I hear, I'll come.

ARTURO
No, man, you eat; chill. I'll be 
back in a minute...

TREAT
You sure?

ARTURO
(glances back to his mom)

Tell you later, homes. Brother's an 
antsy fuck. Right? You know how it 
is.

TREAT
(shrugs; takes his seat)

Right, what you say, homie. 

Arturo out the back door. Treat half watches as he goes... He 
places the kitten on the floor and gently nudges it away; 
puts his camera on the bench and begins to make a sandwich.

EXT. STREET/CRENSHAW DISTRICT - NEXT108 108

Arturo walks on, checking around with suspicion.... Then - we 
see a pair of headlights make a turn and move slowly toward 
him. The car pulls up alongside and the rear passenger door 
opens. Arturo gets in without hesitation.

INT. ENCOUNTER TOWER RESTAURANT/LAX - LATE NIGHT109 109

We watch ZALINSKY, MOFFIT and ARTURO seated at a window 
booth. PLANES come and go in the immediate and down-below BG. 
Arturo ostensibly answering questions; wary/rattled, glancing 
about at nearby patrons, but nevertheless sharing what he 
knows. Dinner and drinks are brought to the table. Arturo 
looks uncertain but the two detectives make a big show of 
‘Eat up. Enjoy.’ Etc... The chat continues. 

TREAT (PRE-LAP)
I wanna try that shop up on Cole --
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EXT. ARTURO’S HOUSE - BACK PORCH/STOOP - LATE NIGHT110 110

TREAT (CONT. ON CELL)
(quiet/gentle/calm)

-- ‘One your Uncle Pep said about. 
McNeils. ------ Uh huh. 

Treat’s seated on the steps, cell phone to his ear and he’s 
calmly/absently playing with the KITTEN as he listens. The 
house behind him is quiet now; kids all gone to sleep. 

TREAT (INTO CELL) (cont’d)
Yeah no Turo’s hooked me up a couch 
here. It’s cool. I still got some 
portfolios ‘back of his car. How 
was tonight? (---listens---nods---)
I’m proud of you, Baby. --- 
(smiles) --- ‘K... So, I’ll call 
you first thing. I love you, Gels.

He hangs up. Plays a bit more with the kitten... Then stares 
out at nothing, listening to the sounds of East LA....... His 
phone pips - he flips it open to see an SMS from GELS. A 
simple, old-style: :) x He smiles, and fires back an XX.

INT. VENICE CAFE - SAME TIME111 111

GELSEMINE smiles at the return SMS and closes up her phone --
while around her, THE STAFF AND BOSS, all young and hip, are 
wrapping up. Someone pours shots of TEQUILA. The YOUNG BOSS 
counting tips and handing them around. Including (impressed) -

BOSS
Onnne...thirty...four. Sheesh.

(hands it over to Gels)

GELSEMINE
(smiles)

Thanks Robbie. 

FEMALE STAFF MEMBER
Damn girl! What is your 
secret?? 

(but fondly)

Gelsemine just smiles/shrugs as she tucks the money away and -

MALE STAFF MEMBER
Who’s in then?

(re the poured shots)

ALL TOGETER
ME!/Fuck yes!/ Me./Hit Me, man.
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INT. BEDROOM, HOUSE/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - PRE-DAWN112 112

POV WINDOW: Zalinsky pulls into the drive in the soft light.

LISSA'S VOICE (O.S.)
Grumpy, you gotta stop.

PULL BACK: To reveal Grumpy's head is between a Lissa’s legs. 

GRUMPY
Huh?

LISSA
My father, fool.

GRUMPY
Baby, don't worry about it.

LISSA
(panicked but laughing)

Are you crazy? Get out, G. Go! 
Hurry. ...Damn, man...

- as Grumpy reluctantly grabs up his clothes. Gives one last, 
long kiss. Gets pushed away. 

LISSA (CONT'D) (cont’d)
Back door, man. Back door.  

Grumpy makes a last grab for Lissa. Hands up under her skirt.

LISSA (cont’d)
(laughing, pushing away)

Grumpy, you insane boy...

Grumpy books and rolls out the back door in his underwear -- 

FOLLOWING: Zalinsky goes direct to the liquor cabinet. Pours 
three healthy fingers of GLENFIDDICH 21 (it’s morning, but 
he’s been working all night) and sits. And he thinks.....

EXT. STREET/NORTH HOLLYWOOD - MCNEIL’S AUTO - LATE AFTERNOON113 113

Treat outside the shop, shaking hands with THE OWNER - a MAN 
(50S) IN A WHEELCHAIR who holds A PORTFOLIO he refers to as 
he waves Treat off: Ie. “This is good work. Let me see what I 
can do for you.” Treat waves his gratitude as he goes.

...Treat walks on...feeling good -- and as he passes a PARKED 
CAR -- the doors fly open: Zalinsky and Moffit.  Treat looks 
around -- but wheelchair’s already inside. No witnesses --
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EXT. GRIFFITH OBSERVATORY/SUNSET TERRACE CAFE - SUNSET114 114

ZALINSKY (CONT’D)
Treat. Do you know the fella 
sitting at my side?

Treat’s sitting, eating with Zalinsky and Moffit. The 
enormous, broad/flat/hot LA grid, spread out from Palos 
Verdes in the south, out west to Santa Monica and right up 
through the Hollywood hills almost underneath us. Insane.

TREAT
I know the face.

ZALINSKY
You understand his position.

MOFFIT
How I can bury you, boy, at the 
drop of a hat.

ZALINSKY
More pertinent, he can burn you. 
Irreparably.

TREAT
Okay.

ZALINSKY
And yet, there may be a way for you 
to avoid such a fiery death.

TREAT
And just how do you two fucks help 
me dodge my destiny?

MOFFIT
You can show some fuckin respect 
for a start, cunt. 

ZALINSKY
Listen up.

Treat eats, calmly/bemusedly holding Moffit’s eye.

ZALINSKY (CONT'D) (cont’d)
You want a pass on your drugs?

MOFFIT
On your money?

ZALINSKY
I got enough shit on you, Treat --
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TREAT
I'm sure you do. ‘course, I could 
say the same. But you’re a rat, 
you’re a rat, Zalinsky. You’ll 
always come back. 

ZALINSKY
(places photos on table)

Enough so that you could spend 
what's left of your shitty life 
with nowhere to run from that green 
light on your head.

The B&W SURVEILLANCE PICS show Treat engaged in various 
street transactions. SMALL BAGGIES and CASH. T ignores them. 

MOFFIT
Nowhere to run, fool. Not inside 
San Quentin.

TREAT
And what I do for you, is what?

ZALINSKY
Go to work for me, you little 
nobody cocksucker. Simple as that.

A beat. There’s a worried wrinkle in Treat’s eye, but still -

TREAT
Zalinsky, you are dirt. And with a 
D.A. as your partner? Jesus, fuck 
me, I do believe there goes my 
Yankee idealism.

ZALINSKY
I'll even throw in a pass for that 
imbecile friend of yours.

MOFFIT
The one making love to his 
daughter. Now how much more 
generous can we get?

ZALINSKY
Christ, boy, it's money. For your 
freedom. ... Something you 
definitely do not deserve.

Treat says nothing. Wipes his face with his napkin. 
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ZALINSKY (CONT'D) (cont’d)
I cannot believe you're even 
hesitating. What? You’re perfectly 
content you got your girl workin’ 
six shifts a week to help support 
you? Are you stupid? We're not even 
going to gouge you, for godsakes.

And Treat suddenly stands bolt upright. Zalinsky 
instinctively puts a hand on his gun. But Treat simply 
salutes and walks away. Zalinsky relaxes; a small smile. 

EXT. OBSERVATORY/EAST TERRACE TO PARKING LOT - MOMENTS LATER115 115

Zalinsky smoothing his tie as he casually trots/catches up 
with Treat who’s headed out of there, making for the road 
down. He’s got no wheels remember; they brought him here. 

ZALINSKY
It’s this phoney War On Drugs, 
Treat. Other people’s vices. 
There’s what’s brought us together.

TREAT
Consider me a pacifist in this one, 
Zalinsky. I’m rolling out, 
complete.

ZALINSKY
Like you haven’t done enough to 
keep you incarcerated for a 
lifetime, dip-shit.

TREAT
See, there’s a Kettle and a Pot, 
right, Detective? 

(keeps walking)
‘sides, why should I keep tempting 
fate? Fucker’s are gonna track me 
down to my knees eventually anyhow. 
Why not serve some bitchin’ time?

ZALINSKY
Come on, man. Are you even hearing 
the lies coming out of your mouth?

TREAT
I’m the one’s gonna die when it’s 
my time. Why wouldn’t I live it the 
way I want to? Because you suddenly 
need me?
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ZALINSKY
Do smart business, Treat, like all  
successful others. We all win, man. 
Forget the losers.

TREAT
So what you gonna do with my 
refusal to serve, Zalinsky? Cos I 
do believe you’re shit outta luck.  
I can’t save you. I got people I 
give a shit about to look after. I 
don’t fucking care about you, live 
or die. Fuck you, Zalinsky. May the 
better man prevail.

ZALINSKY
I should shoot you.

TREAT
True. ... ‘Cause if you don’t...

ZALINSKY
I should do it now.

Zalinsky looks around, sees no witnesses.

TREAT
Yup. ... You should do it now. 

But he looks sick. ...And Zalinsky can feel Treat’s fear...

ZALINSKY
Look at you, Treat... You’re not 
gonna cry now, are you?  

A pause. Another glance about. Still deserted. A beat.

ZALINSKY (cont’d)
You hate your father, right?

TREAT
Fuck off.

ZALINSKY
I hate your father. Love mine. But 
yours is a chicken-shit; always too 
frightened to go balls-out 
gangster. Too chicken-shit to do an 
honest days work and quit picking 
on the weak. But what are you going 
to do, Treat? ...I know you love 
power tools...

(Treat’s looking at him)
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Oh I seen it, man... Swear to God. 
First time I spotted you workin’ a 
car in your drive-way; dumb-ass 
little booya and I’m watching you 
from an angle, and the way you’re 
bobbing your head I thought you 
were giving head.

(laughs)

TREAT
You’re funny, Zalinsky. 

(beat)
Listen to me... Forget me, man. 

ZALINSKY
Bad moment for both of us, friend.

TREAT
(shrugs)

There you go.

Another beat. He turns to start the long walk down the hill -- 

ZALINSKY
I know you know it, Treat. Start 
running it aint never gonna stop...

GELSEMINE (PRE-LAP)
Shit's making you mean...

INT. GELSEMINE'S APARTMENT/VENICE - NIGHT 116 116

TREAT
I know it.

-- he drinks. Treat and Gelsemine on their bed. He’s drunk; 
looking over B&W PROOFS of his own photos (they’re good). 

GELSEMINE
If you know...? Then --

TREAT
I guess I'm alcoholic. I don't 
know. Like father li --

GELSEMINE
(shoves him hard)

God-fucking-damnit, T! ... So, what 
do we do?

TREAT
We forget about it --
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-- pulling her in for a kiss, but Gelsemine pulls sharply 
away. She’s angry. ...He reaches to crack open another 5th --

GELSEMINE
... I'm pregnant.

A significant beat or two.

TREAT
Okay.

GELSEMINE
...Okay???!!... 

(watches him drink again)
Are you dumb, Treat?! Okay what?!

TREAT
Okay so I'll take care. I’ll see to 
you and the baby... C'mon --

TREAT (cont’d) (5)
-- Gels.  You know me. (5)

GELSEMINE (5)
Yeah right. While you’re -- (5)

GELSEMINE
(shoves away his advances)

-- drunk off your ass? You'll take 
care? From jail? I know you, Treat. 
I love you to death, but are you 
serious? This is for rea - !

And Treat suddenly SWIPES A TABLE LAMP CRASHING to the floor 
and teeters to his feet. Gelsemine is shocked --

TREAT
I said I’ll take care. ...Shit. 

(sways out the door)
I’m tryin’ here.

INT. STRIP CLUB - NIGHT117 117

Treat enters the crowded room angry. Makes his way through 
the packed house, the expected amount of hotties, short-
skirts, shifty-looking punks etc. Headed for the back -- 

INT. STRIP CLUB OFFICE - A MOMENT LATER118 118

TREAT
Punk, it don't matter.

OWNER
What’s that?
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Behind a desk THE CLUB OWNER sits trying like hell to be 
welcoming. But the sight of Treat standing opposite clearly 
has him feeling terribly agitated. 

TREAT
However many witnesses you think 
you have. Time's up anyhow.

OWNER
...Treat... Come on, man. 

TREAT
Why you disrespecting me, Gordon? 

A pause... Gordon can’t seem to find an answer.

TREAT (cont’d)
’s stupid. Real dumb.

OWNER
Yeah, you right, Treat. ...
I understand. I get you. But hombre 
- how come you doing this dirty 
work for? I always pegged you as 
more than that, man. Better than 
the fuck who shows up ‘Pay or die’.

TREAT
I need the dough, homes; I got a 
baby coming, what can I say? --

OWNER (5)
...Baby? ...That’s -- (5)

TREAT (5)
-- And I find this way more (5)
clean, actually. (5)

OWNER
Clean?

TREAT
Yeah.

OWNER
(a confused beat)

What you mean by that, Treat? What 
you sayin’? 

TREAT
The cleanliness of this: like you 
say, "pay, or die." No dopesick 
psychodramas. No contradictions, 
esé... I'm evolving’s what it is.
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OWNER
Okay, I hear you, homes. I do. But 
I don't wanna die... Not tonight, 
not at your hand, Treat. You know I 
like you. Fuck, man, we go back in 
the day. Can't you cut me some 
slack? For old times sake?

TREAT
This is me giving you slack, esé.
Motherfucker, you pay your 
outstanding debt. 

CLOSE ON TREAT: And he’s clearly not dancing around shit.

TREAT (cont’d)
Right this second'd be really good.

CLOSE ON THE OWNER: and he knows it... Haltingly, he opens a 
desk drawer. Is a gun coming back? Treat seemingly couldn't 
care less... But out comes bundles of cash.

OWNER
I can't lay my death on you, Treat.

(hands it over)
Better the next guy take his best 
shot. I like my chances that way.

ARTURO (PRE-LAP)
Five G's to kill this partner 
motherfucker? --

INT. OFFICE - 76 GAS STATION/MECHANIC SHOP - DAY119 119

ARTURO (C0NT’D)
-- I ain't never even seen him 
'round here, man.

Arturo speaks with a man, WARREN, who owns the place.

WARREN
Half up front, half after. Want it?

ARTURO
How do I find him?

WARREN
Say you'll take the job and you'll 
find out.
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ARTURO
Why you doin' this, Warren? You 
makin' good money, should be enough 
for both of you.

WARREN
Nosey ass motherfucker, Arturo. 
He's fucking my wife, and I hate 
him for that alone... He's nickin' 
our dope, too. Good enough reasons 
for you, man?

INT. SANTA E POLICE HQ - ZALINSKY’S DESK - DAY120 120

Zalinsky working; busy office; reaches for a ringing phone -- 

ZALINSKY
Zalinsky.

-- listens.... Discreetly casting eyes to see no-one’s paying 
attention... He hangs up. Immediately dials another number. 

EXT. CRENSHAW DISTRICT - PHONEBOOTH - SAME TIME121 121

Arturo hangs us. Glances around to check no one is watching. 
Pulls his cap low and exits; walking with his head down... 

INT. STATIONARY MERCEDES TOURING CAR - NIGHT 122 122

ESTABLISH: A mint, beige, MERCEDES SEDAN, parked on a quiet 
street in suburban Baldwin Hills, overlooking east/south LA. 

RACKETS
I figure you heard me perfectly 
right, Treat.

Treat’s seated in a leather back-seat alongside RACKETS SMIF 
(30s). Categorically one serious MS-11 gangster-motherfucker. 

At the wheel is Smif’s BODY-GUARD, a psychotic-looking, bad-
ass-banger; totally bald and scalp-to-toenails in jail-tatt- 
blue. Beside him, in front passenger seat, sits Grumpy.  

RACKETS (cont’d)
You get on the plane, get off in 
Biloxi. Tomorrow you rent a car, 
follow my instructions in your 
pocket, meet uncle Melvin at the 
Cesna and you help transfer the 
shit.  
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He pulls a sizeable wad of 100’s from his billfold, places it 
in Treat’s lap, along with a PLANE TICKET and a FOLDED NOTE.

RACKETS (CONT’D) (cont’d)
The other fifty G’s the other end.

Treat looks down at the cash... Keeps it cool --

TREAT
Con el respecto más grande, 
compañero estimado. ..I mean I 
appreciate your coming to me, but - 
with respect - I don’t know you.

A beat. The two hold eyes, ostensibly calm. But definitely a 
tense beat before Rackets turns to Grumpy -- 

RACKETS
G.

GRUMPY
Éste es legítimo, Treat. Sólido.
Senor Smif, his crew, these boys 
they saved my life twice out in 
Reeves County. Puedo atestiguar 
personalmente para estos hombres.   

TREAT
Bueno. That works good for me.

(reaches to shake)
You understand, Senor.

(it’s a statement)

RACKETS
(returns the shake)

...Si. Bien.   

TREAT
But then I want 25 yard for Grump. 

(Rackets looks at him)
Respetuoso, jefe - I risk my life 
for you my compensation’s separate. 
But Grumpy gets a finder’s five 
percent. Or’s no deal.  

A very tense moment now. Eye to eye. Grumpy and the driver 
both on edge... And when Rackets speaks, he’s deadly calm -

RACKETS
Boy, do I look stupid to you?

TREAT
Sir, not one bit. No Sir. 
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Another tense beat or three.... Then -

RACKETS
Francisco. 

Driver/body-guard opens his wallet, peels off hundreds... 
Hands a stack over to Grumpy. Rackets can’t help a smile --

RACKETS (cont’d)
Your homeboy has some plums, 
hombre. 

GRUMPY
Si, amigo. Testículos masivos. 

I/E. FOREST/CAR - BILOXI, SOUTH MISSISSIPPI COAST - NIGHT123 123

Treat pulls his airport rental up at the end of a deserted 
trail. Only his headlights illuminate the scrubby mangrove 
forest ahead. He switches on the interior light and looks at 
the directions in his hand.

JUMP CUT TO:

Viewed from inside the car: Treat closes the door and locks 
it. Hits up a FLASHLIGHT and moves off into the mangroves.

EXT. FOREST - BILOXI, SOUTH MISSISSIPPI COAST - LATER/NIGHT124 124

The mangroves have given way to more substantial foliage and 
Treat appears to have been following his flash-lit piece of 
paper for some time; perspiring heavily and brushing large 
leaves aside to make his way through..... Until - 

He busts into A CLEARING. Of sorts. Tangled-up and banged-
about is the DOWNED PRIVATE PLANE; as promised. And caught in 
the beam of the torch, leaning against the plane in a 
gentleman’s seersucker suit, is UNCLE MELVIN (60s).

Treat stops, the powerful flashlight temporarily blinding the 
older man, who puts one hand up to shield his eyes and raises 
the other by way of surrender. At a glance you’d straight-up 
assume: one lost, fat, sexagenarian, red-state, billionaire, 
oilman, politician. Dry Southern accent - 

MELVIN
It would appear, Sir, that you have 
caught me with my trousers down... 
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TREAT
(moving forward now)

Uncle Melvin, I presume?

- and with the light no longer pointed into his eyes, Melvin 
grins as he lowers his arms and the two men shake hands. 

CUT TO:

LATER: The two are men dismantling the tail-wing with various 
of Melvin’s tools. They remove a HUGE STASH OF CANVAS BAGS OF 
COCAINE AND HEROIN. They say nothing. Just do the job... 

LATER STILL: Wordlessly transferring the large number of 
canvas bags into the trunk of MELVIN’S CADILLAC... 

LATER STILL: Job done. Melvin hands T his second 50 large.

MELVIN
Rackets must think awful highly of 
you, Son. His surprises tend 
usually to be somewhat cruel. May 
the wind always be at your back, 
Treat. 

And with this he gets into the Cadillac and off he ROARS, 
knowing the jungle paths like he was born and raised here. 

And within moments, it’s dead silent again... Only the sound 
of the ticking forest. Treat gets out his map and flashlight, 
scans the ground ahead for snakes, and begins reversing 
field. Back the way he came in, through the dark forest...

GELSEMINE (PRE-LAP)
I hate hearing myself say this, but 
I'm saying it anyhow. --

EXT. BOARDWALK/VENICE - SUNSET125 125

Treat sits on a bench with a "showing" Gelsemine. In deep BG, 
the famous Venice DRUM CIRCLE pulses away rhythmically, while 
nearer by SKATERS rip apart the new skate-park and bowl. 

GELSEMINE (C0NT’D)
-- I have to, T.

TREAT
... What about the baby?
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GELSEMINE
When you want. I said I hated 
saying this. And not that I hate 
you, Treat.

TREAT
(genuine/sincere)

Didn’t I just get us some money? 

TREAT (cont’d) (5)
I told you I'd take care -- (5)

GELSEMINE (5)
...Honey... (5)

TREAT (cont’d)
-- And that dude McNeil that I saw, 
up on Cole, he called this morni -- 

GELSEMINE
(also sincere - but firm)

Sugar. Baby, you'll do all you can. 
I've got no doubt about that. But 
it aint enough. 

TREAT
The guy’s offering a full partn --

GELSEMINE
You're too fucked up man. Don’t you 
get it?  You're in so goddamn deep, 
Treat. I can’t have this child’s 
inside of me with us in a cesspool. 
Not to mention once she’s out free 
to be; you need to rock-it here, 
man... Treat, I ain’t having this. 
You walkin in the door with all’a 
that money and I don’t know 
anything about where it’s come 
from. Don’t you understand how I am 
not fucking with you? ... This is 
me, the woman who loves you, 
tossing you over-fucking-board. ... 
I gotta protect me and the kid.

TREAT
(soft)

From me?

GELSEMINE
Yeah, man... You could handle 
anything else.

He looks to his feet. Shakes his head... His question, her 
honest, gentle answer: both are heart-breaking for him. 
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TREAT
Shit.

Pause.  Silence.  Then:

TREAT (cont’d)
Well, I been sorting through some 
thoughts.

GELSEMINE
For instance?

TREAT
I find myself sometimes...I’m 
really just wanting some peace.  

GELSEMINE
Meaning what?

TREAT
...Baby, I was trained to be a 
warrior motherfucker. Straight up 
honest to goodness no bullshit, 
‘you tell me what you got, I’ll 
follow suit. Then we go.’

GELSEMINE
I know that. And I love you for 
that, love you for that.

TREAT
Lately... Sometimes I’m dreaming of 
clean beaches and green jungles.

GELSEMINE
No gunfire.

TREAT
No dead friends. No one here today, 
disappeared tomorrow. 

GELSEMINE
It’s a dream, Treat... How?

TREAT
I got no idea. It’s like you say - 
it’s just me dreaming.

GELSEMINE
At least it’s very different... 
It’s a start, maybe. Still a long 
way to travel.
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We sit with them a moment, taking it all on....for quite some 
time.... Until eventually Gelsemine reaches for her shoulder 
bag. She looks to Treat - who’s staring out at the ocean...

GELSEMINE (cont’d)
I gotta think only about the baby. 

And he can’t watch, as she takes her bag and walks away. 
...And we stay on his face: staring at the sea...... Crushed.

EXT. LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN - HOLLYWOOD HILLS - LATE NIGHT126 126

Arturo in his parked car. Headlights off. A quite, deserted, 
super-narrow suburban street/lane. He watches, amazed, as a 
COYOTE trots right past his window and on up the middle of 
the road. Surreal. It disappears into a driveway...... Then -

HEADLIGHTS twisting up the road toward him. Arturo lowers his 
cap... The car slows slightly as it passes him. He can see 
the shapes of men in the car, casing him, but that’s all.

The car pulls over, maybe 50 yards in front. Such silence...

...And Arturo just staring at this car, frozen... Until --

Click, the car door opens and a MAN IN BLACK exits the car 
and drops a BUNDLE into a regular household trash bin. And 
just as quickly the man re-enters the car, which starts up 
and slowly pulls away. By the time it gets to Arturo’s car it 
passes by quickly this time and disappears down the hill. 

Arturo sits. A beat or three... And he cautiously exits his 
car. Crosses the street, checking around him --

JUMP CUT TO:

-- He hops back into his car, SMALL BUNDLE in his hand. Shuts 
the door. Glances around... No-one. He unwraps THE BUNDLE to 
reveal a 70’s era POLICE ISSUE SERVICE REVOLVER. He opens the 
chamber; loaded. He checks the weapon over; unmarked. Okay.  

E/I. HOLLYWOOD - AUTO/BODY SHOP - LOS ANGELES - DAY 127 127

A perfect LA day. Sun shining. As Treat enters the shop -- 

-- where a familiar man in a wheelchair is working a Chopper. 
This is MACCA (30s), the legless auto-shop-owner we saw Treat 
chatting to in the street a little while back. Macca sees 
Treat, grins wide and rolls to shake hands --
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MACCA
My new Partner! 

TREAT
Macca The Warrior.

MACCA
Ha. You done your research. Tha’s 
good, amigo. Me too. Your rep 
precedes you, Treat. No doubt.
So you ready to work your ass off? 
Fuck knows we got plenty to do.

TREAT
You know it, man. And I really 
appreciate you giving me a shot.

MACCA
Ha! Well we can suck each other’s 
dicks all morning if tha’s what you 
want - but I figure you prefer you 
get your hands dirty, so lemme give 
you the grand tour. To my right -- 

-- etc -- as he continues chatting and leading a smiling 
Treat off on a rundown of the premises. And from them we - 

DISSOLVE INTO:

EXT. STREET - KOREA TOWN/LA - NIGHT128 128

Mid-week TRAFFIC. We push slowly through/past/in to reveal --

ARTURO: behind the window of a FRAMING STORE. Ostensibly scop-
ing posters and prints. Cap on. One eye out the window on --

A LARGE BLACK DUDE - opposite side-walk - exits a BARBER SHOP 
for a PARKING STRUCTURE. And in through a ground level door --

CUT TO:

Arturo crossing, cap low. He reaches the opposite side-walk, 
checking around (apart from traffic, the street is quiet) and 
he reaches THAT GROUND LEVEL DOOR to the parking structure -- 
opens it and disappears inside...’click’. ...Door closes on 
us: ...And we REMAIN... On the door.... Pushing slowly in.... 
When - three muffled reports from inside: BLAM! ...BLAM-BLAM!

INT. POLICE SHOOTING RANGE - SAME TIME129 129

BLAM BLAM BLAM BLAM! Zalinsky in goggles, fires at a target. 
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Empties his clip, removes goggles, looks to his watch... He 
turns to Moffit alongside: a simple nod. ...Moffit nods to 
himself - and raises his own weapon towards a target --

HARD CUT TO LOUD MUSIC:

I/E. MACCA AND TREAT’S SHOP/STREET - LATE AT NIGHT130 130

THE MUSIC FROM A BOOM-BOX; reminiscent of days working with 
Sailor. Treat’s working late; chopping away - a paint job. 
Occasionally he pulls on a bottle of liquor. Seems he simply 
prefers to be here, alone and working, than anywhere else...

LATER: Treat snaps two photos with his Nikon, of the bike 
he’s working on; couple different angles. He’s proud of it.

CUT TO:

LATER: Treat pulls down the roller door. Chains it shut.

EXT. HOLLYWOOD/MONTAGE - SAME NIGHT131 131

A SERIES OF ANGLES, FOLLOWING: Treat; pensive, hoodie on now,  
Nikon over one shoulder, hands in pockets, walking HOLLYWOOD 
BOULEVARD; from the ‘good’ end right through to the sketchy 
end. Mostly head-down in thought. Passing by THE HOMELESS, 
the BEGGARS and their cardboard signs and hollow faces. 
WORKING GIRLS. TOURISTS. He takes the occasional photo. 

- He cruises the WALK OF FAME, tripping-out over some of the 
stars there: Cagney, Edward G. Robinson, Bogart... 

- BUSKERS; PIMPS; a GUY WITH A SIGN, ‘Need Money For Weed’, 
and a smile (at least he’s honest, right?); punks and 
schemers of every description. A GUY offers Treat crack.

- He’s spotted by some CRUISING RIVALS. ONE BANGER leans out 
the window, making a motion with his thumb of slitting a 
throat, followed by a thumb and forefinger to the head. And 
then we actually hear, very close/loud: BANG BANG!..BANG!

JUMP CUT TO:

Treat fucking booking, on the run, when he's suddenly grabbed 
at the shoulders. He spins, instantly prepared to kill or die 
and he nearly takes out Grumpy, who's in a full panic - 

GRUMPY
Homie! Andalay, man, I been lookin' 
all over for you! We gotta get outa  
here!!
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- and Grumpy pulls Treat along with him, at a dead run --

EXT. EMPTY LOT/AUTO REPAIR - NEXT132 132

Treat and Grumpy sit together, gasping for breath; backs to a 
chain link fence. Grumpy starts manically rolling a blunt.

GRUMPY
(total disbelief)

Arturo, cuz! He set us up.

TREAT
For what?

GRUMPY
Moffit's filing a conspiracy to 
commit murder on us. Flaco called 
to give us the heads up. Our boy --

GRUMPY (cont’d)
-- in the Santa E rat-house 
tipped him.

TREAT
Murder!?

TREAT
Who got killed?

GRUMPY
(shaking his head)

...spade..fuckin’..I dunno, Homes. 
‘Wakeman Plum’. (?) I never even 
heard the name before! -

GRUMPY (cont’d)
-- ‘sayin ‘nigga is Warren’s 
business partner. 

TREAT
(trying to place it)

Wakeman Pl...?

TREAT
Warren who?! 

GRUMPY
The 76, Hoover and 8th. 

TREAT
...Warren D? 

GRUMPY
Yeah, man. Same.

TREAT
(completely bewildered)

’the fuck...????
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Just shaking his head as they sit, drinking this in. 

GRUMPY
But dude - compinche, listen up: 
that fat fag DA?? Some mad reason 
he’s gunning for you, T. Sayin I’m 
complicit but ‘was you was the 
shooter. ¿Usted entiende?

Treat’s considering the last time he saw Moffit, at the 
observatory. It makes sense. 

GRUMPY (cont’d)
We in some serious shit here homes. 

TREAT
When's it go down?

GRUMPY
Any second, man. Treat, what are we 
gonna do?

TREAT
Arturo set us up??

GRUMPY
Oh, yeah. And for a change, we 
ain't even guilty. Treat, that is 
very fucked up.

TREAT
(laughs)

Shit.

INT. MACCA AND TREAT’S SHOP - OFFICE - DAY133 133

ANGLE ON: a TV screen in the BACK OFFICE; Treat's mug shot. 
“America’s Most Wanted”.

TV NARRATOR
Santa Esplendido, California, 
police are looking for any 
information leading to the arrest 
of Treat Obramaku, a vicious 
gangbanger who is wanted for --

Treat in his grimy overalls, watching as he eats an apple...

TV NARRATOR (cont’d)
-- conspiracy to commit murder in 
the death of Los Angeles auto 
repair owner, Wakeman Plum.
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And as the story continues, with his photo on the TV, right 
there -- he turns to look at MACCA sitting there in the door-
way looking at him. Non-judgemental. Treat kills the TV.

TREAT
I didn’t do it.

MACCA
(a beat)

Okay. 

A pause. As they both look at the silenced TV, now on a 
different story. Treat picks up the DESK PHONE --

TREAT
I’ll hand myself in.

(he dials, Macca nods)
Sorry, man.

Macca nods -- as the number rings -- and is picked up --

TREAT (cont’d)
Mum.

CUT TO BLACK:

AUDIO PRE-LAP: Sound of MEN, lots of them - eating, talking; 
plastic trays and cutlery; a dark, claustrophobic energy --

INT. CAFETERIA - DETENTION FACILITY 7 - LOS ANGELES - DAY134 134

ANGLE ON: a WALL CLOCK. Seconds ticking towards 1:29 PM.

REVEAL: Treat, in J-BIRD ORANGE, eating with his LATINO 
HOMIES. His eyes are mostly fixed on THE CLOCK but he nods 
and remains in the conversation with his hombres, while also 
keeping one eye on a table-full of ARYAN’s who are staring 
down the Latino table with dark menace. (Every ethic group 
sits separately.) This continues until -- 

The clock hits 1:30 and Treat excuses himself and exits the 
cafeteria; one dark eye on the Aryan table as he passes...

INT. ‘OPEN AREA’ - DETENTION FACILITY 7 - LOS ANGELES - DAY135 135

The OPEN AREA is Adjacent to the cafeteria. TV; chairs; -- 

-- ping-pong table, etc. Treat is on one of FOUR PHONES stuck 
to the wall. The other phones also occupied by inmates. We 
PUSH IN ON TREAT’S BACK....as he listens and nods his head --
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FEMALE VOICE (SOFT O.S.)
...So, do you wanna say hello?

Treat’s nodding head; he’s literally speechless -

TREAT
Mm. 

ANGLE ON: Treat. Wide-eyed as he listens to the shuffling of 
the phone... And then a semi-silence; just a tiny kind of 
quiet breathing... T listens, as tears form...

TREAT (cont’d)
Hey, little man. .....

(pause, listening)
...How you doin’ there, Barney-boy? 
...You lookin’ after your Momma?...

-- and we stay on his face as he listens to the tiny, quiet 
sounds of his living son... And we watch as Treat bites his 
lip; battling those damn, fucking tears... He’s a dad.

FADE OUT.

INT. DETENTION FACILITY 7 - LOS ANGELES - DAY136 136

Treat and his homies move together along an upper balcony. 
They’re approached by THREE ARYAN BROTHERHOOD MEMBERS; heavy, 
brute motherfuckers, one of whom gets up in Treat's face.

ARYAN ONE
Spicolita, welcome to the jungle. 
You sure are not too smart at 
picking who you hang around with; 
what are you? An octoroon? Some 
kinda Latino half-breed? 

Obviously, violence is in the air.

ARYAN ONE (cont’d)
I like your trend-setting new 
sneakers. They look to be about my 
size, my style.

ARYAN TWO
Take 'em off, Chico.

ARYAN ONE
Give ‘em to me.

HOMIE ONE
Cracker, get the fuck outta here.
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ARYAN ONE
Or what?

- and Treat GRABS THE DUDE and so unbelievably fast HE FLIPS 
HIM OVER THE FUCKING RAIL!! The Aryan lands on the ground 
floor 2 levels below with an awful sound and the others are 
instantaneously RUMBLING!! And Treat can really fight - box, 
kickbox, bite. GUARDS RUSH IN. No idea who started it. TREAT 
is hauled away by three of them - kicking and screaming --

TREAT
I WANNA SEE MY FUCKING KID!!

INT. CORRIDOR - DETENTION FACILITY 7 - LOS ANGELES - DAY137 137

Treat’s led - still bruised, hand-cuffed and in leg-irons - 
by TWO PRISON OFFICERS, along a generic prison corridor. 

INT. ‘OPEN AREA’ - DETENTION FACILITY 7 - LOS ANGELES - DAY138 138

INTRODUCING: FRANKLIN fucking BIEBER --

BIEBER
I’m going to be honest with you, 
Treat. I don’t trust you. Not yet; 
not one bit. 

-- in his 60’s, no flash in his style. However, when he opens 
his mouth he's instantly commanding and thoughtful. He and 
COLLEEN sit facing Treat at a table. Files before them.

BIEBER (cont’d)
I look across this table, what I 
see is another punk gang banger. 
(Treat blinks; wow, okay) And I 
have sat across from a number of 
gang-bangers in my time. Nine times 
out of ten those men and women are 
found to be guilty as charged. So -- 

Treat wants so badly to remain polite and civil, even if only 
for his mom’s sake. But this is not exactly what he was 
expecting. He keeps his mouth buttoned. 

BIEBER (cont’d)
-- You have a significant recorded 
history of gang activity, violence, 
possession of weapons, drug use and 
the dealing of drugs for personal 
gain. 
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Nevertheless, Colleen has assured 
me of your good character and your 
willingness to turn a new page. 
I’ve read your statement and it’s 
my belief that we have a case. 

(Treat breathes finally)
That said. It’s certainly bound to 
be a sticky wicket. Why? Because we 
have two things: first, to get you 
off, which I regard as relatively 
easy since you are innocent of this 
charge. Reasonable doubt if nothing 
else. But -- 

(now he’s just into it)
-- we also have an opportunity here 
to execute something fascinating 
beyond keeping you out of jail. I 
need to dismantle Zalinsky, very 
carefully, but thoroughly; make him 
the more odious of the two of you, 
without losing focus. What we want 
is you free, and to set a table to 
implode both Zalinsky and Moffit. 
So that after you, The System will 
be forced to eliminate those two 
pieces of shit unreservedly. 

TREAT
The main focus is on my freedom, 
though, right?

BIEBER
That's what I say.

TREAT
What do I do? I mean, at trial?

BIEBER
You sit next to me and you take 
everything that goes on very, very 
seriously. You dig?

COLLEEN
Mr. Bieber’s beat down some big 
corporate wickedness, Treat. Trust 
me... and him, you hear?

BIEBER
Listen to your mama, son.
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TREAT
From now on, and that's for always. 
Is Grump's lawyer gonna get him 
off?

BIEBER
You can trust me, Son, Colleen did 
extremely well by your friend. The 
smartest thing you did was to send 
him to Tijuana. He'll make out all 
right; I’d be surprised if he even 
sees trial. Now... What say we 
three get down to specifics.

CUT TO:

LATER: They sit and work together at the table, discussing 
and making notes... As we re-introduce: 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
How does anybody anticipate 
something like that?  Colleen’s 
‘partner’; the guy that’s mentored 
her from scratch...? None other 
than Franklin Jefferson Bieber, 
attorney at large. Former under-
cover Narc with the Philly PD. 
Rumor has it one time he even shot 
dope with Billy Holiday. 

INT. ZALINSKY HOME / LIVINGROOM - NIGHT139 139

A most placid vibe in the Zalinsky household. Ellen, Zalinsky 
(always dressed fine) and Moffit are sitting by a fire, 
listening to fine music and drinking aged Port... The CAMERA 
also reveals Lissa set on the comode just off the top of the 
stairs, she speaks carefully/quietly on her cell. While --

EXT. ZALINSKY HOME / STREET - NIGHT140 140

Out of the Hollywood hills darkness and cul de sac serenity a 
SMALL FBI CONVOY, (BLACK SUV’S) accompanied by a few L.A. 
Black and whites, pulls up in front of the Zalinsky home.

INT. ZALINSKY HOME / LIVINGROOM - NIGHT141 141

Zalinsky, Ellen and Moffit are up and at the windows, looking 
out. Zalinsky seems collected. Ellen looks disgusted and 
Moffit seems ready to come apart completely at the seams.  
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LISSA
(stepping down the stairs)

Mom. Dad?  What’s happening..? 
(cuts short her cell call)

...I’ll call you later.

I/E. ZALINSKY HOME - A MOMENT LATER142 142

THREE G-MEN and SEVERAL L.A. COPPERS stand at the door as 
Zalinsky opens up and cooly, silently lets everyone in. Beat.

G-MAN ONE
Willy Zalinsky, Zion Moffit. I know 
and have liked working with you 
both for a lot of years; I wish I 
could give you the advice a part of 
me would like to deliver... And 
that would be to run boys. Run far 
and fast.

ZALINSKY
...Right, then.

Moffit can only blink. Ellen is guided by a uniform to have a 
seat which she now takes. Lissa, mid-way down the stairs, 
watching this all unfold. The uniform motions to her - 

COP
Best come join your mother.

Lissa does as she’s told, setting down on the floor at her 
mom’s feet. They hold hands. As G-Man One motions to his 
partners who proceed to handcuff both Zalinsky and Moffit.

G-MAN ONE
William Zalinsky, you are hereby 
being placed under arrest for 
charges covering numerous aspects 
of the Federal RICO laws, not to 
mention extortion, and murder.

Zalinsky stares dead into this Fed’s big, white, even teeth.

G-MAN ONE (cont’d)
Zion Moffit you are hereby placed 
under arrest for charges also 
included in RICO as well as 
repeated charges of statutory rape 
involving pre-pubescent girls.
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ZALINSKY
Philip, this part need not be 
dishonest or vulgar or violent. 

G-MAN ONE
Those are the charges. And for the 
time being Willy, I am the American 
Public and you are a malignant part 
of our cultural disorder. We’re 
pissed at dirty cops and demented 
public officials, you hear me? This 
is the sick, fucking sound of 
America groaning. And you, friend, 
are bound to pay.

(nods to Ellen and Lissa)
I’m sorry you had to hear that. But 
bad men teach you how to treat 
them.

ZALINSKY
Still, I’m not a monster.

MOFFIT
And I’m not a bitch.

G-MAN ONE
             (could care less; to his crew)

Take ‘em in.

INT. COURTROOM/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - DAY143 143

NARRATOR (V.O.)
Naturally, Bieber was tremendous.

Treat, in the defendant's box, watching anxiously as THE 
JUDGE at her bench, reads from the jury sheet... She then 
hands it back to the HEAD JUROR with instructions to read -- 

HEAD JUROR
We, the Jury, find the defendant, 
Treat Obramaku, not guilty on all 
charges. 

CHEERS - eclipsing the Judge’s continued wrapping up. Treat’s 
face in the dock; his relief. He turns to his cheering family 
/friends and grins. And to Bieber, who catches his eye as he 
gathers up papers. An assured smile for Treat. While in BG 
the judge continues with thanking and dismissing the jury and 
adjourning the case with a FINAL HIT ON HER GAVEL. 
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EXT. COURTHOUSE/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - DAY144 144

Treat exits with a huge smile -- 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
The defense even had photographic 
evidence of precisely where Treat 
was at the time of the murder. 
...I mean, for fuck’s sake.  

-- where he’s met by Bieber and beaming Colleen. Treat and 
Colleen embrace. Smiling Bieber shakes his hand. It’s a good 
day. The only downer: Treat’s looking around... Then he looks 
to Colleen, who can read his mind --

COLLEEN
She couldn’t make it. Sorry, Honey.

(he nods, understands)

TELEVISION VOICES (PRE-LAP)
"The corruption case against the --

INT. PLAZA DE LA TECNOLOGÍA - TIJUANA - NIGHT145 145

A wall of television screens: each playing news reports 
relevant to the court case against the Santa Esplendido Gang 
Unit. THE REPORTS ALL SPEAK AS ONE, in roundelay fashion 
saying essentially the same thing.

TELEVISION VOICES
-- Santa Esplendido, California 
Police Gang Unit has emerged as one 
of the most egregious examples of 
abuse of power in state history..."

Treat stands there watching as these continue under his V.O. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
So now Sixty Minutes wanted to 
interview him. Newspapers from all 
round the country were calling. The 
way I heard it, Treat was crashing 
at an LARMK 15 safe-house when the 
Feds paid him a visit...

INT. BEDROOM/SAFEHOUSE - DAWN [CONTINUE FLASH FORWARD]146 146

Treat, still on the bed, surrounded by the Badass three --
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BADASS ONE
So, we'll be leaving you now, sonny 
boy, trusting you'll make the 
proper decision.

BADASS TWO
No interviews, motherfucker. 
Motherfucker, no television 
appearances.

He puts the puts the gun-barrel into Treat's eye and pushes -

BADASS ONE
No. Testimony. 

(pushes deeper)
You do not testify, you understand? 
You are smoke. Un-a-fucking-
vailable. Am I -

(almost through his head)
- being fucking clear to you now, 
cunt?

TREAT
Aloha.

A beat. A nod. And just like that they disappear again into 
the night, leaving Treat sitting in frightened dis-belief.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
They wanted the whole show to them-
selves; zero interference and no 
mistakes. Not that they had shit to 
worry about; they already had the 
whole set-up on lock. ... Turns 
out, those boys knew everything. 

INT. COURTROOM/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - DAY147 147

A JUDGE announces Moffit’s sentence in dumb show - 

NARRATOR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Moffit got ten years.  A bent cop’s 
one thing.  Bent D.A.? Not a whole 
lot of sympathy. Zion was looking 
down the barrel of a very rough 
stretch. Poor, sad bastard.  

MOFFIT, in cuffs, stares at the judge in disbelief and fear. 
He’s reluctantly led away. 

NARRATOR (V.O.)
While the principal orchestrator --
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LATER: The Judge adjudicates and sentences Zalinsky --

JUDGE (MID-SENTENCING)
-- sentence you to five years 
incarceration in a Federal Prison. 
With no parole. 

(Zalinsky, in the dock, 
gives nothing away)

This court is now adjourned.
(hits her gavel)

NARRATOR (V.O.)
And the Santa Esplendido Gang Unit 
was eliminated.

In the public gallery, Ellen, his wife, stares in shock. As 
Zalinsky removes himself from the dock in his cuffs. He 
brushes aside the hands of officers reaching to lead him.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
For what it’s worth, Treat never 
was called on by the defence. It 
was just like the man had said:  No 
testimony.

Beside Ellen, the Zalinsky’s daughter, LISSA, shakes her head 
in confusion and disbelief; tears rolling... 

I/E. SHACK - SMALL TOWN STREET - SOMEWHERE IN MEXICO - NIGHT148 148

BAM!! Yelling, screaming in Mexican -- as from inside the 
flimsy dwelling we see the door SMASHED DOWN and a group of 
DUDES WITH BANDANAS ON FACES and armed with imported semi-
autos and shotguns pour through the small space --

MOMENTS LATER: GRUMPY, hands tied behind his back, bleeding 
badly from cuts to his face and with a shotgun drilled HARD 
into the back of his head -- is shoved into a VAN by the 
heavily armed men. Braver LOCALS watch warily through cracked 
curtains. The van tears away, spitting dust and stones... 

FADE OUT.

EXT. PARK/SANTA ESPLENDIDO - DAY149 149

COLLEEN
So what’s that maybe telling you, 
Treat? If people around you are 
disappearing?

A beautiful day in downtown Santa E. Treat and Colleen walk. 
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She’s on lunch break, dressed nice for work. Treat’s at a 
loss, just staring at the ground. He shrugs --

TREAT
Could be he’s just decided now it‘s 
better to get ou --

COLLEEN
Treat. Give me a break. Jesus.

(pulling him up)
Grumpy’s had his hands in just 
about anything and everything from 
the day he left junior high. And 
all along that was his choice. And 
probably a lot of it he also 
chooses not to involve you in 
because he loves you. 

(pause)
But that boy is big enough and ugly 
enough now to look out for his 
self. You don’t feel like maybe you 
might have bigger priorities now?

TREAT
...See that's the part keeps 
messing with me. I don't know for 
certain I know anything anymore. 

COLLEEN
Well then, I guess we can say 
you've finally arrived at an 
existential dilemma.

Treat nods his acquiescence: guess so.

COLLEEN (cont’d)
Listen to your mother, Treat. You 
got to make your move and you need 
to make it the right one this time. 
You got a baby... Alright?  That’s 
no small thing. And my bet is by 
the time you’re through you’ll have 
plenty more. But if you curse your 
blood to go to hell then I pray God 
has some mercy leftover for you, 
Treat. Am I getting through to you? 

A reluctant nod. He’s staring now into the middle distance; a 
glassy/watery look in his eyes. How did it come to this...

COLLEEN (cont’d)
Honey... You got a girl out there 
that loves you. 
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Loves you for who you really are. 
And she is a good girl, too. One in 
a million. Now I know you know 
that. .... But right this minute 
she’s a momma out there on her own. 
Is that really something you want? 
For your son?  For the woman that 
loves you unconditionally? Cos 
baby, Gelsemine is waiting on you 
only because two hundred percent 
she refuses to give up on you! How 
is that something you can turn away 
from? You know yourself she ‘aint 
going to sit there waiting forever. 

(a beat)
I'm telling you, I've got a bad 
feeling you've run shit out of 
luck, Treat. You hear? You’re gonna 
lose your family. It’s time to play 
it straight now. You listen to your 
mother, damnit. 

He’s nodding, but he’s staring hard at the ground... 

TREAT
...One day maybe one of these 
things comes back at me...? The kid 
loses his dad? ... Maybe it’s 
better he never knew me at all.

COLLEEN
Okay. 

(she gets it)
So, there’s a saying. Back home in 
Galway. Your Gran used to tell it 
to me whenever I’d complain about 
bringing in the eggs in the winter, 
or walking to school every day in 
the rain. She’d say, ‘The same 
boiling water that softens the 
potato, hardens the egg. What are 
you made of?’

(Treat smiles; she tucks 
her arm in his)

Come on, walk with me a while... 
(and they do...)

Here’s something: did I ever tell 
you how your name’s an acronym to 
me? (he looks at her) The first 
second I saw your face; those eyes 
you got... T.R.E.A.T. Tough. Real. 
Everytime. Always. True.   
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He chuckles and they smile as they walk on, arm in arm. 

I/E. TREAT’S BARRACUDA - DETAILING TRUCK - ENCINO - NIGHT150 150

Treat starts his car, VROOOM -- and he pulls away from a 
MOBILE DETAILING TRUCK; into the streets of L.A....

CHYRON:     Four days later...

I/E. TREAT’S CAR - STREET/FREEWAY RAMP - NEXT151 151

Treat's car making its way for a freeway entrance. A truck in 
front of him and a car behind. Just then a POLICE CAR comes 
flying the wrong way off the entrance, headed for Treat.

Oh fuck. The CHERRY-TOP fires its lights and pulls up to head- 
off Treat’s car. TWO COPPERS get out and approach... 

TREAT
(to himself)

Oh man... Shit shit shit shit... 

Treat takes a good, hard look at ONE PARTICULAR COP. And now 
a nervous, stone-terror recognition cross Treat’s face --

I/E. CAR/RAMP/FREEWAY - NIGHT152 152

THAT SAME COP, now at the driver’s window. Frowns, seeing T --

COPPER ONE
Don't I know you?

TREAT
Nah, man, I don't think so.

COPPER ONE
You sure?

TREAT
Yeah, man. I'm pretty sure. What's 
up?

COPPER ONE
A black SUV got shot up nearby.

(beat)
Don't you know Tejada from the car 
wash?

TREAT
Tejada from the car wash? Nah, man.
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COPPER ONE
Didn't you just get your car 
washed?

TREAT
Nah, man. ...You got birdshit on 
your uniform. 

(just a heads-up)

The Copper checks his pants and sure enough.

COPPER ONE
So, you don't know Tejada?

TREAT
Right, I don't know Tejada.

COPPER ONE
(to his partner)

Check the car.

COPPER TWO starts opening the doors and fishing around. Finds 
nothing, then moves to the rear hatch-latch:

CLOSE ON TREAT'S EYES. Cop watching him.

JUMP TO:

A small CANVAS BAG amongst other gear in the trunk...

COPPER ONE (O.C.) (cont’d)
...Oh, yeah, I remember you now.

BACK TO:

COPPER ONE (cont’d)
Alright, let's go.

And so they do, leaving Treat dumbfounded. He fetches a pro-
found sigh from the bottom of his heart as they drive away... 
Then he pulls up and onto the freeway, heading for Hollywood. 

CUT TO:

...Eventually, he gets off at the Hollywood Boulevard sign --

EXT. ROOSEVELT HOTEL, HOLLYWOOD - NIGHT153 153

Treat enters, canvas bag under his arm.
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INT. ROOM/ROOSEVELT HOTEL - NEXT154 154

A YOUNG ROCKER in full bloom opens the door. A warm greeting - 

ROCKER
Treat! 

(they bump and shake)
Brother, ‘s good’t see you.

Closing the door. The Rocker hands over a thick envelope of 
cash. Treat gives him the bag.

TREAT
‘s the last time for me, man.

ROCKER
(laughs)

What're you talking about?

TREAT
Nah, man, I'm done.

ROCKER
Something happen?

TREAT
I'm done, Anthony. For real. 

The Rocker chuckles, bemused as he opens the door --

ROCKER
...Ok, man.  ’s all good.

-- and patting Treat warmly on the back as he exits --

ROCKER (cont’d)
You take care, right, Treat. I'll 
see you next month. 

-- and we FOLLOW Treat down the hall to the ELEVATOR...       
He rides down like a ghost...... Reaches the bottom.        
...He takes out his cell phone as he walks...  

EXT. HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - NIGHT

GELSEMINE (O.S. CELL VOICE)
(wary)

You calling to make me unhappy?

SERIES OF ANGLES: As Treat slow walks and talks through the 
neon, gasoline and eucalyptus. Gelsemine is only heard on the 
phone, not seen. We stay with Treat. This is his trip. 
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GELSEMINE (cont’d) (O.S.)
You don’t speak to me for nearly a 
year, Treat? What do you want?

We can smell fear -- and the constant strain in his voice --

TREAT
Nothin’, I’m... ...Y’know I’m goin’ 
great, baby. ... I just wanted you 
to know that. ‘s all.  

A pause.  She’s clearly just listening...but we can hear her. 
Treat’s finding this difficult. The right words.

TREAT (cont’d)
I’m... I think about you all the 
time, Gel.

GELSEMINE (O.S.)
...Well, I thank you dearly for it, 
Treat.

TREAT
Every day.  It’s....

It’s a long silence, rich with subtext and need. And then:

TREAT (cont’d)
(sincere)

Maybe we should have another baby.

GELSEMINE (O.S.)
(less than convinced)

Maybe, yeah, Treat...
(but then a growing uneasy 
feeling)

Homeboy, what’s going on? 

TREAT
(convincing himself)

Listen, Gel... I think I got 
something clear. Like it’s all 
true. Everything. 

(...she’s listening)
But you think what that means if 
I’m right? For us together. If 
everything’s accurate. It all comes 
down to what we choose to do.   
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INT. GELSEMINE’S APARTMENT/KITCHEN - CONTINUOUS155 155

Now we’re with her: at the stove, mixing food for her kid; 
cell phone to her ear - the infant finally asleep in a sling 
around her neck. Her frowning eyes trying to process this --

TREAT (O.S. CELL VOICE)
...You still there, baby?

GELSEMINE 
(tiny pause)

Yeah.

She sets the spoon down and turns to lean against the bench.

GELSEMINE (cont’d)
Yeah, Treat. I’m here. 

INT. TREAT’S CAR - I-5 FREEWAY - DAWN156 156

Treat drives away from it all. Away from Hollywood and LA...

CUT TO:

He pulls the Barracuda off to the side of the road. Too 
shaken up to drive any longer. Looks at his shaking hand...

INT. COLLEEN’S APARTMENT/TIJUANA - DAY/NIGHT157 157

Treat in the throes of going COLD TURKEY: and his mom is 
there wiping his brow; absorbing his shakes; spooning him 
food; giving him liquids; now curled beside him, holding her 
boy tight... Total and utter, unconditional love.

EXT. PORCH - BARNET'S HAU'ULA BUNGALOW - SUNDOWN158 158

Treat sits alone, reading in the golden light. 

REVEAL: book cover, ‘Being and Nothingness’.

Next to him are others, on Buddhism, Taoism and so forth.

INT. MEETING ROOM/HONOLULU - NIGHT (INTERCUT)159 159

Treat's attending a crowded "twelve step" meeting. He sits 
watching and listening - to a WOMAN, who speaks up front -
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WOMAN
(wiping tears)

...And after my father shot my 
idiot mother, my sister split, 
changed her name and now she's a 
kind of famous country western 
singer. She’s never spoken to me; 
as if my father's fucking me was my 
fault... She refuses to speak to me 
right up to today, let alone 
acknowledge my crummy existence... 
She's all the family I have in the 
whole world, and I am so alone...

CUT TO:

LATER, SAME ROOM: Treat is now sharing; he won’t look anyone 
in the eye; not yet -- 

TREAT
Treat. Addict, alcoholic.

ALL
Treat.

TREAT (5)
...Aloha. Mahalo. (5)

EXT. PORCH - BARNET'S HAU'ULA BUNGALOW - NIGHT (INTERCUT)160 160

Treat, now laid out on his back, looking up at the stars. 
They spin slowly... Time is meaningless in the face of this.

TREAT (O.S. MID-SPEECH)
-- I'd never been even close to a 
shit-hot panic like that before. 
And I couldn't ignore my crazy good 
luck any more either. If that cop 
hadn’t been on our payroll once 
back in the day and he’d busted me 
right there - I'd've spent my life 
either as his bitch on the street 
or I’d been lifed in jail. It was 
that fucking stupid. ...Listen to 
your mother, no shit... 

BACK TO MEETING ROOM: he still doesn’t look up.

TREAT (cont’d)
I'm a drunk. Pure and simple. I’m 
just another boring coke user. I'd 
shoot speedballs soon as I'd say 
yes to anything. I can kill someone 
quick and sometimes I like it. 
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EXT. HAU’ULA - TOWN AND OUSKIRTS - PRE-DAWN (INTERCUT)161 161

Treat roams the deserted town. Just some dogs and chickens 
skittering in the dust. One street light. The phone-booth. 

TREAT (O.S.)
But then you add a lot of money and 
so now I’m addicted to that - much 
as anything else. ‘til even that 
doesn’t work anymore. --

LATER/DAWN: He’s out on the edge of the reef; one finger in 
the water, just watching the water swirl around it... 

TREAT (O.S.) (cont’d)
-- And that’s when you really know. 
Cos then what’s the point, right? 
If none of it does anything?  --

BACK TO MEETING ROOM: still he’s not looking up.

TREAT (O.S.) (cont’d)
-- And I was thinking a lot about 
my friend, Grumpy. What a stone-
cold killer he was. And how I just 
knew it; none of us’d ever see him 
again. And I was thinking death for 
me too. For sure. But... --

(and now he looks up)
-- see, here in these rooms. You 
people. This program. There’s some 
peace here for me, at least. And so 
I’m doing the work, with Trey here. 

(Dreadlock alongside nods)
Thing is, I’m a dude with a 
disease. And I know now I got this 
God-sized hole - and every day out 
there I filled it with cash and 
substances and violence and...just 
anything to make me forget. Forget 
everything. The murders. Dead 
people. ... Because I’m that guy. 
...But also I know that’s not me, 
now; not really. But then that just 
freaks me out even more. Every one 
of these rooms I walk into... I 
swear to God, you people scare the 
shit out of me. 

They watch him. Secrets are safe here. And compassion rules.

FADE IN: PEAL JAM’S -   ‘Nothingman’...
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EXT. NORTH SHORE/OAHU, HAWAII - DAY (INTERCUT) (MUSIC CONT.)162 162

Treat sits on the beach and reads from the AA BIG BOOK. Page 
open to STEP 4: ‘Made a searching and fearless moral 
inventory of ourselves.’ ... He takes a pause. Then reaches 
to open up a notebook filled with his writing, and a pen. He 
puts pen to paper. Closes his eyes, to go back... 

EXT. SANTA E/PARK - DAY (FLASHBACK) (MUSIC CONT.)163 163

Slightly younger Treat and his Sante E homies pass around 
some weed and a bottle of whiskey. Laughing; good times. 

EXT. HOUSE/VENICE BEACH - NIGHT (FLASHBACK) (MUSIC CONT.)164 164

A GROUP OF YOUNG BLACK MEN stand outside -- 

-- as slightly younger Treat and some FELLOW BANGERS drive by 
and -- OPEN FIRE on both the guys and the house; ripping much 
of it/them to shreds. The car patches out at record speed. 

INT. H/WOOD MANSION/ROOM - PRE-DAWN (FLASHBACK) (MUSIC CONT.)165 165

Younger Treat balls the shit out of some INCREDIBLY BEAUTIFUL 
WHITE GIRL. The pale light of day creeping in.

LATER: Treat does several lines of coke on the bedside table. 
That same sweet girl getting dressed as she vaguely stares 
out at an infinity pool overlooking The Valley. This is her 
own room. Treat washes the coke down with a beer. He reaches 
to lift up a cushion where piles of cash lay, wrapped in 
rubber bands. He grabs a wad for his pocket.

CUT BACK TO (MUSIC CONT.)

ANGLE ON: Treat’s eyes, on the beach - staring out to sea. 
And we push in on the blue reflected in his deep green...    

INT. DENNY'S - NIGHT (FLASHBACK) (MUSIC CONT.)166 166

Treat (younger and in THAT canary-yellow Lightning Bolt T-
shirt) and Grumpy (white T-shirt) enter and scan the joint, 
until they spot THE GANGBANGER (no ears, tatts all over his 
face) who stabbed their boy, Huero, to death. He’s sitting in 
a booth and sharing a laugh with a GIRL. Grumpy approaches 
and without hesitation he SHOOTS THE BOY IN THE NECK. (!!) 
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Treat puts a 9mm to the girl’s temple and she’s screaming, 
covered in her boy’s spurting blood which is similarly 
spraying all over Treat and Grumpy. No-one else makes a move 
as Grump and Treat scan them all; remembering faces.... 

Their point made, Treat lifts the gun and they walk out, 
covered in blood. The girl is left there screaming. 

EXT. PUPUKEA - PACIFIC OCEAN - AFTERNOON/DUSK (MUSIC CONT.)167 167

Treat and Barnet surf. Alone on this section of the beach, 
but the odd peaky/dredging 3 footer keeping it interesting. 

And COLLEEN sitting watching them, smiling, from the beach...

E/I. COLLEEN’S BUDGET HOTEL - HALIEWA - MORNING (MUSIC CONT.)168 168

Treat sits at a balcony table with a coffee, working the 
steps. THE BIG BOOK open to STEP 8: ‘Made a list of all 
persons we had harmed, and became willing to make amends to 
them all.’ ...He stares at this...  

Then flips to look at the next chapter, STEP 9: ‘Made direct 
amends to such people wherever possible, except when to do so 
would injure them or others.’

LATER: Still on the balcony, Treat writes out his list...

CUT TO (MUSIC CONT.)

INSIDE THE ROOM: Treat is on the room phone, sitting on the 
bed. All in MOS dumb-show as he cries down the line... Trying 
his best to apologize, honestly and sincerely...

Colleen remains respectfully out of the way, on the balcony.

EXT. LAX - DAY (MUSIC FADES OUT OVER SCENE)169 169

Treat, bags over his shoulder; cleanest we’ve ever seen him - 
exits the terminal with Colleen, to the heat of an LA summer. 

And there, waiting for them, are Gelsemine and BARNEY... 
Treat holds Gelsemine tight... And then - for the first time -

- he reaches to hold his infant Son, up to the sunlight...

IRIS TO WHITE:
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INT. BACKSTAGE/THE WILTERN, LA - NIGHT170 170

Transition from white to flare of STAGE LIGHTS - 

Treat: side of stage, taking photos. A ROCK STAR blasts on-
stage with his band and some fucking cool metallic hip-hop. 

CUT TO:

The show closes and the Star comes off to great applause. 
Treat fires away with his camera. The Star gives him a 
sweating grin/nod as he leaves the crowd roaring the house 
down for more -

- and Treat follows, and photographs the Star and the band as 
they wind through corridors to the dressing room. Security 
warily hold positions. Managers and fools rushing forward -

As the Star crashes onto a couch, towelling and hitting a 
bottle of water, he motions Treat to sit. The band, managers, 
crew etc all jiving, drinking, grinning; a great fuckin show. 

STAR
Yo, Treat, come on tour with me, 
man... Make some photos and some 
cash... It just hit me, seeing you 
here when I walked off, it's meant 
to be, T. What say?

TREAT
Yeah. Cool, man. That’s cool

They bump and shake and hug. 

STAR (CONT'D)
‘aight... 

(beat)
Jesus frickin’... DUDE! Fucking LA! 

- shaking his head at the buzz, drinking his water bottle. 

INT. CHURCH HALL - WILSHIRE DISTRICT - MORNING171 171

TREAT 
I was working hard to move my world 
from there to here, y’know what I’m 
sayin. --

Treat fronts an AA meeting. He looks fucking amazing. This is 
a new man. Confident, fit, open. It’s a larger meeting and 
the attendees are all seated nodding, listening intently --
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TREAT (cont’d)
-- Definitely I was playing on my 
past connections to celebrity and 
what not from selling drugs to them 
back in the day, but so fucking 
what? I was saving too; making real 
good coin on these pictures. I 
honestly have no idea if I was ever 
any good, but people always liked 
having me around. And it seemed 
half of California’s gotten clean 
at the same time. So there’s no 
drugs. --

Some chuckles and laughter in the crowded space.

TREAT (cont’d)
-- The thing is, I'm so genuinely 
wanting to be righteous and play 
straight; I'm looking so damn hard 
to find a way out and over. I mean, 
it was pretty touching, my 
sincerity, for fuck-sake... (gets 
another laugh)  But yeah, God 
knows, I was fucking trying...

INT. EMPTY AUTO SHOP/EAST L.A. - DAY172 172

Treat and several crew look the place over.

TREAT
So here's how I see it... If I, we -
there's all sorts of serious talent 
here; I got talent, you -- Fuck, 
man. If we apply the collective 
juice we've poured into being 
criminals we can probably be just 
as good at being legit citizens.

Treat looks to his boys, who look back sort of convinced.

TREAT (cont’d)
I don't know, it's a theory, right?

(the guys listen on)
So, I own this shop outright. No 
partners. No loans. So you work 
with me, I pay you fair and we make 
this as good as any shop out there. 
Better even. I know we can do that. 

(their faces)
Anyway, that’s the theory; ’s what 
I want at least. ...’s up to you.
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I/E. SHOP - DAY/NIGHT (MONTAGE)173 173

- Treat and crew building the shop: the basics, shelves, 
plumbing, electric, etc. 

- Taking deliveries of machinery. 

- Installing the hydraulics. 

- Receiving CARS AND CUSTOMERS 

- And so on, and so forth. Showing the crew at work on 
different cars, varied motorcycles; and numerous CUSTOMERS, 
coming and going. This joint is working.

INT. BACKROOM OFFICE, AUTO SHOP - NIGHT174 174

Treat's alone, drinking a coffee and looking over photos 
tacked up on the walls. Some of that same ROCK STAR in rather 
personal situations; groupie’s, so on. And they are, in all, 
indeed very good; more human and intimate than sensational. 

Also there’s a moving, B&W selection taken along HOLLYWOOD 
BOULEVARD AT NIGHT. And one framed photo, hung separately: 
it’s THE SAME HARLEY he was working on ON THAT SAME NIGHT - 
the one he’d photographed simply out of pride in his work. 
And in deep BG of the photo is a TV SET, in back of the 
workshop, playing the evening news...

TREAT (PRE-LAP)
No, I do realize that... --

INT. BACKROOM OFFICE, SHOP - DAY175 175

Treat's on the phone. Through a window into the shop he 
watches his boys work. He’s working hard to stay cool. 

TREAT
-- It's just this is my tenth 
polite call and I either want the 
photos back or the seven G's cost. 

(--- as he listens ---)
They said what!? -------- And does 
Anthony know this shit's been lost? 
--- (listens) --- (raises eyebrows, 
shocked) Fuck me?!... Fuck m - ? 
Klangberg. Man, I gotta tell you 
this is outa fuckin lin -- 

A beat... And Treat puts down the phone in complete fucking 
disbelief. Having obviously been hung up on.
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INT. MUSIC MANAGEMENT OFFICE/RECEPTION - DAY176 176

Treat enters these most UPSCALE MANAGEMENT OFFICES. A PRETTY 
LATINA sitting at the reception. She and Treat recognize one 
another immediately and kiss/hug hello.

TREAT
Rosie. When'd you start working 
here?

ROSIE
Oh, couple months now. You lookin’ 
real well, Treat. Healthy. 

TREAT
Thanks baby. I’m doin’ pretty good. 
But listen --

INT. MUSIC MANAGEMENT OFFICE/CONFERENCE ROOM - CONTINUOUS177 177

KLANGBERG (50-ish) sitting in a meeting with a GROUP of OTHER 
MANAGERS, sharing a joke and a laugh. But Klangberg’s just 
noticed, through the glass partition, Treat talking with 
Rosie at reception. Rosie pointing in their direction. 
Klangberg gets to his feet as Treat, on the other side, 
begins motioning for him to come out. 

JNR MANAGER
What the problem, Eli? Who’s the 
schmuck?

INT. MUSIC MANAGEMENT OFFICE/RECEPTION - CONTINUOUS178 178

TREAT
Come out talk to me, Klangberg.

But through the glass he can see Klangberg shooing him away 
and the other managers not sure what’s going on. 

TREAT (cont’d)
No no you come on out here! Don’t 
make me go in there and get you! 

He sees Klangberg mouth ‘Fuck off!’ and flick him the middle 
finger. And on this, Treat immediately goes for a chair - 
picks it up and launches it into the fucking glass! Which 
doesn’t smash to pieces, but rather shatters into veiny ice 
patterns. Klangberg and crew react, and come rushing out -

KLANGBERG
Are you fucking crazy!? Asshole!
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OTHER MANAGER
Rosie, call the cops. 

We notice Rosie pick up the phone but she does not dial. Her 
eyes fixed on Treat, who knows she won’t.

TREAT
Where's my money?

KLANGBERG
Fuck. You.

T’s eyes narrow and twinkle now; body-chemistry shifts gear -- 

OTHER MANAGER
Rosie! The police. Now!

KLANGBERG
(closes in on Treat)

Who? THE FUCK!? Are you to come 
skankin’ in up here to MY fucki - ?

- and Treat throws ONE KING-HIT KICKBOX-SHOT and Klangberg 
goes down, and out. His colleagues cower around him. Holy 
shit. Dude’s out cold. Treat stares the others down. His arms 
relaxed by his side, he’d break the neck of any cunt that 
moved. .... They get it; remain statues. Treat turns, with a 
polite nod to Rosie, and calmly exits the room...

TREAT
(as he waits at elevator)

You mangy money motherfuckers. Just 
can’t help yourselves, can you? 

The elevator dings and he gets in. The managers stand around 
their unconscious boss. Rosie sets the phone back down. 

INT. AUTO SHOP - AFTERNOON179 179

Treat is working on a chopper when in walks a MESSENGER.

MESSENGER
(holding out an envelope)

For Mr. Obramaku.

Treat looks up, signs off and takes the envelope. Opens it.

REVEAL: Inside -- the seven G's cash-money, American. Treat 
pockets it, and gets on with his intricate, beautiful work. 
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EXT. STREET - CULVER CITY - LOS ANGELES180 180

Treat, Gelsemine and Barney (tooling around nearby) are 
looking at small, ONE LEVEL BUNGALOW with a FOR SALE sign 
posted out front. ...The two adults discuss it...

INT. TREAT'S GYM - DAY181 181

In full swing; YOUNG BOXERS, TRAINERS, WATCHERS, etc. Treat 
looking on. A tapestry pinned on the wall: OBRAMAKU'S GYM

And in walks the Copper from Treat's almost last bust. With 
him is his 12-year-old SON. The Copper seeks out Treat and 
approaches, son in tow. He puts a hand out to be shook; Treat 
takes the hand, somewhat wary; not yet fully convinced.

COPPER
How's it going?

TREAT
Not too bad. 

COPPER
(puts a hand on his 
child's shoulder)

I heard you'd opened the gym. I 
wanted to congratulate you. On your 
good work. This is...

(everything that’s going 
on around them)

It’s fantastic. Really.

TREAT
I appreciate it. Thank-you.

Cop nods, taking it all in. A beat. ...Slightly awkward. 

COPPER
So I was... You know, I was hoping 
...maybe if I could sign up my son, 
Joel here. Let him work out with 
you. He’s a good kid, really, he 
is, but... 

(couple beats)
And..you know..you and me; I’m 
hoping...no hard feelings, right? 

TREAT
(shrugs)

I’m a forgiving guy, right or 
wrong. What can I say?
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COPPER ONE
(smiles/warming up)

Frankly, the boy's an incorrigible. 
He‘s a total fuck-up mess. I mean, 
like I said, he‘s a good kid; it’s 
just the dip-shits he spends all 
his frikkin time with -- 

- this last line directed at the unfortunate boy who’s at the 
same time being mildly clipped over the ear by his dad as we 
continue now in mute dumb-show: Treat and the Copper chatting 
on and the poor fool kid looking at the ground.

NARRATOR (V.O.)
And he’s thinking, of course your 
son's a moron. Look at the piece of 
shit he's got for a father...

The dumb-show continues as Treat shows them around the Gym. 

Treat shakes hands as they leave; watches them go. Surreal.

EXT. PARKING LOT/TREAT’S AUTO SHOP - DAY182 182

Treat's in conversation with TWO CENTRAL CASTING-TYPE G-MEN.

FBI MAN ONE
So, what do you know, Treat?

TREAT
Pretty much same as last time, not 
a whole lot.

FBI MAN TWO
Well, see we know everything, 
Treat.

FBI ONE
We know about the mobile detailing, 
the dirty cop and the truck; 
Denny’s, how Caleb got his; the 
Roosevelt Hotel...

FBI TWO
Way to go on the shop here. And the 
gymnasium. Really. Well done.

TREAT
Thanks.
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FBI TWO
I mean it. You're a real 
inspiration, no kidding.

FBI ONE
Treat, it's the dirty cops we want. 
We don't care about you. Other than 
wishing you well.

FBI TWO
Man, we like you. For real. But do 
not fuck up, not even once. You 
hearing me? You cannot blow this. 
You are, from hereon, a model 
wetback, American generic. Don’t 
make us look bad by cutting this 
gift, you fucking hear me, Homie? 

- this right as little BARNEY comes waddling out of the back 
door of the workshop and over to his dad. They all 
acknowledge this, but don’t care - pay the kid little mind.

TREAT
That's great. But I still got 
nothing to give you. 

FBI TWO
(assessing this... then -)

Fine...
(nods to his partner)

Well we won't keep you any longer. 

The G-Men turn to go, smiling/waving to Barney as they do --

FBI ONE
You take care, Treat.

FBI TWO
We'll see you again.

Treat stands watching as they cross to their car. Nods them 
farewell as they climb in. Barney, at his knee, has been 
watching it all since they said goodbye.

TREAT 
(still standing)

Fuck, no shit. 

He looks down to Barney, ruffles the kid’s hair... Then leans 
down so that they’re eye to eye - speaks to him; jocular 
really - he’s just messing about with his kid. But the 
subject matter is real --
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TREAT (cont’d)
I tell you what, B, when the 
Federales close you down - those 
dudes just right there -

(as they drive off)
- that is a kind of heavy you 
cannot believe. I swear to God, 
man, you cannot know what it's like 
to realize the weight of what these 
guys can bring at you.... ‘aight? 

(Barney’s eyes say it all; 
a pause)

...But -- more to the point --

-- getting to his feet and taking Barney’s hand; headed back 
toward the workshop --

TREAT (cont’d)
-- Let’s go find that Rabbit.

BARNEY
Bunny.

TREAT
Yeahyeah that’s it, man. Bunny 
Rabbit. They are fucking cool. 

BARNEY
Bunny Bunny!

TREAT
Yeah but where, Homes?! Where’d you 
see it? ...Hey?...Where was it man?

-- as they disappear inside... And we bring up the swelling 
music: SHIRLEY BASSEY’s, “GOLDFINGER.”

E/I. THE STRIP, VEGAS/CASINO AUDITORIUM - NIGHT (MUSIC OVER)183 183

BRIGHT NEON, CAMERAS, PEOPLE - as Treat, Gelsemine and crew, 
dressed real nice for the occasion, exit a personally TRICKED-
UP, CUSTOM, LOW-RIDER DEVILLE, and walk the RED CARPET...

"AMERICA'S MOST BADASS CUSTOM CHOPPER." The camera’s flash. 
Not Treat’s thing, but he weathers it for his excited girl. 
Besides, this is a special night for him. He’s dead proud.

CUT INSIDE TO:
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The MASTER OF CEREMONIES making the grand gesture and the big 
announcement, followed by Treat embracing/kissing Gelsemine 
and bump hug and shaking with his crew. He brings them all 
along with him up onto the stage as the presentation is made.

Treat holds the trophy overhead like a ‘champeen’ prize 
fighter, as he stands alongside his WINNING BIKE. His crew 
and Gelsemine grinning/cheering/clapping along. Fuck yeah!

INT. DENNY’S - EAST HOLLYWOOD - DAY184 184

Treat, Gelsemine and child sit happily eating breakfast. 

When in walks pond-scum, GENO SOUL, with his own crew of 
homeboys and muscle; each scoping the scene; bulges under 
waistbands. Soul’s blinged out, ridiculous, gator shoes, big 
straw hat. Maybe he attained that OG status after all. Treat 
tries to ignore him, but knows better. He doesn’t need this.  

Soul waves Treat over to join him by the facilities. Treat 
hesitates, looks to Gel and the boy..... Then:

TREAT
Be right back, okay.

-- and he heads over, ready for anything. Soul puts a hand 
out. Treat studies the hand, recalls his penitentiary nausea. 
He shakes it.

   SOUL
No hard feelings.

TREAT
We’ll see.

Soul goes under his breath and nearby Treat’s ear. Treat 
listens carefully, ostensibly ‘relaxed’, but he’s on guard.

SOUL (CONT’D)
I got a proposal for you, Treat. 
Hey man, we used to be brothers, 
don’t deny that... So, I got fucked 
up but look at me now, homie. I’m 
makin’ lunatic cash and I got gigs 
comin’ up which I can’t do 
myself...

(looks to sceptical Treat)
You do know what I’m referring to, 
no? ... Let me make it easy - 
there’s one million for you, esé? 
...And you know what brings that 
kinda cash. ..Capiché..? Yeah? 
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But you are my man for it, Treat. 
For real, Homie. Fuck the bikes and 
the cars - save that for fun - let 
some greaseball chumps take over 
and you grab your cut. You lend 
your name for a price and, damn 
man, you got your own pizza shop. 
While all the while you’re out 
hittin’ the real jackpots right 
between the eyes. C’mon, Treat... 
get it up, baby. Think about what 
it is I’m gifting to you right now. 
This is your lucky day, man. 

I/E. TREAT’S TRUCK - ECHO PARK - LATER/SAME DAY185 185

Treat drives, glancing on and off to Gel and boy....

CUT TO:

Turning off Sunset onto Nth Coronado. Continuing...

TREAT 
One million dollars. 

.....He looks across to Gels and nods. Yep. A million bucks. 
Gelsemine turns to look back out the window a while....

GELSEMINE
.... Wow.

TREAT
Yeah, man... And that just to start 
too.

He keeps driving. Gel watches him... A long moment.... And 
then he turns to her and smiles proudly, warm as the sun. 

EXT. GRIFFITH OBSERVATORY/SUNSET TERRACE CAFE - DAY186 186

NARRATOR/ZALINSKY (CONT’D)
And there - endeth our narrative.

(so he’s OUR NARRATOR)

Zalinsky, maybe 70 now, the years in Jail read on his face. 
Still, he dresses fine - but he no longer smokes the Cubans. 
Instead he takes a Marlborough from an ashtray. There’s the 
shifting quicksilver eyes of an ex-con, but definitely he’s 
mellowed. The older bull, already out to pasture but seeking 
to maintain his dignity.
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Opposite him at the lunch table is a UNIFORMED COP, (early 
20s), male, neatly groomed; earnest/honest looking, sitting 
politely having just listened to the older man’s story. 

YOUNG COP
Why’d you tell it to me? 

ZALINSKY
(pulls on the cigarette)

Food for thought... Who knows.    
‘s up to you, I guess. 

WAITER (O.C.)
Can I clear this away for you guys 
now?

Zalinsky gestures take it away. The young cop still staring 
at the older man as the neatly groomed Hispanic WAITER stacks 
their plates.

WAITER (cont’d)
Might I interest you gentlemen in 
today’s dessert menu? We hav - 

ZALINSKY
Just another one of these, Champ. 
Dry. No olives. 

- holds up an empty Martini glass - which the waiter takes. 
You get the sense Zalinsky’s already three or four under. He 
carries the air of a somewhat broken thing; perhaps even 
slightly pathetic. Definitely something sad about him. 

ZALINSKY (cont’d)
Muchas gracias.

WAITER
Officer?

(to the cop re a drink)

YOUNG COP
I’m good, thank-you. The... 

(looking around)
-- restroom is...?

WAITER
To the left, sir. Second door on 
your right. 

Young cop nods and excuses himself, moves away. Zalinsky 
watches him walk. Turns to the waiter just finishing up --
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ZALINSKY
‘s my stepson. 

WAITER
You must be very proud, Sir.

ZALINSKY
‘s a good kid. 

WAITER
(nods, moves away)

One Vodka martini on its way. Dry, 
no olives.

ZALINSKY
Superb... 

(and almost to himself)
Thank-you.

Leaves Zalinsky sitting there alone... As he stares out over 
the vast spread of Hollywood. Spectacular. Nothing is a rush. 
He drags on his Marlborough; the smoke drifting over his 
eyes....then clearing. And those eyes: ice blue. Still 
dancing with colorful stories. But you get the sense he’s 
lost something...

INT. THE CULVER CITY BUNGALOW - NIGHT187 187

Music playing from the kitchen as Gel is cooking away in 
there; half singing along. In the living room, Treat is at 
the dining table, helping Barney with a mini CONSTRUCTION 
SET, patiently walking the little guy through clues - letting 
him figure it out. The idiot box on in BG; the news -- 

TV ANCHOR (O.S.)
Florida’s own Vice president, Rory 
Burton visited his home state 
today...

And Treat happens to glance up. A sixth sense perhaps. And 
something suddenly catches his eye... He frowns --

ANGLE ON TV: where we see UNCLE MELVIN, his squat self still 
in seer-sucker, standing to the side of his old pal the VP. 
They smile away, slap backs, shake hands and hug. 

And now Treat is laughing. Can’t believe this. It’s perfect.

GELSEMINE
(sticking her head out)

...What is it?
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But Treat just keeps on laughing to himself, shaking his head 
at the poetry of it all. How could he ever explain? He just 
continues chuckling to himself as he returns to helping 
Barney-boy, who giggles along with his crazy Pops. Gelsemine 
smiles, shakes her head and returns to her cooking... Treat 
still cackling away.

EXT. OCEAN/BEACH/HONOLULU - BRIGHT PERFECT DAY188 188

Treat in the swirling white-water, holds out a LONG-BOARD 
with his 5 year old son, BARNEY, splayed out on top of it; 
both laughing and waiting - and Treat coaxing. And as a small 
WHITE-WATER WAVE comes rolling in Treat pushes the board 
forward -- and little Barney is SCREAMING with joy as the 
wave coasts him in to the shore. Smiling Treat bodysurfs the 
one behind, right in to where -

- laughing Barney is already trying to pick up the board and 
GELSEMINE in by the shore-line filming on a HANDI-CAM and 
cheering the successful ride. Treat rolls in the sandy shore-
break with his boy; laughing and teasing and throwing and 
kissing him. While gorgeous, smiling Gelsemine films them. 

CUT TO BLACK:

ROLL CREDITS
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